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This dissertation is dedicated to two behavior analysts who each had an important impact

on the study:

Don Baer (1931-2002) wrote a great deal of guiding literature for researchers and

practitioners of behavior analysis.  He was also a leader in advocating the use and the

examination of visual analysis of single subject data analysis.  In addition, when Dr. Baer learned

about the present study, he took the time to write a letter with suggestions and other encouraging

comments.  Shortly after his letter was received, the news of his passing also spread to those

involved in the present research.  Dr. Baer’s wisdom and unquestioned expertise in visual

analysis and applied behavior analysis will be missed greatly by researchers and practitioners

who rely upon single-subject data graphing and assessment.

Michael Hemingway (1948 – 2003) continuously advocated for advancing the

professionalism of behavior analysis.  Michael participated in the preparation of stimulus

materials (informally, not as a pre-study Master Clinician), offered critical advice on methods for

presenting stimulus materials, and offered suggestions for what features and what information

would be important in studying visual analysis.  Many of Michael’s comments and suggestions

made their way into the procedures of the present study.  It is regretful that the results of the

study cannot be shared with him.  All readers should feel gratitude to Michael, both for his

personal mission to improve the overall professionalism of behavior analysis as well as his direct

impact on this current study.  The reading of this manuscript brings one into direct contact with

the pervasive influence of Michael Hemingway on behavior analysis research and practice.
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ABSTRACT

Despite the importance of visual analysis of graphed data in behavioral research, only

sporadic studies have systematically examined the consistency in conclusions regarding data that

are evaluated in this manner.  Various studies have noted several characteristics within graphs

that affect the final decisions of subject raters who view and judge such material.  In addition,

several authors have stated the importance of developing job aids for standardizing

interpretations based on visual analysis.  To date, however, no study has directly examined the

process visual analysts employ as they come to their conclusions.  Furthermore, no study has

developed a job aid or training package based on information such a direct analysis would

provide.  The current research examined the behaviors of both advanced and novice visual

analysts.  Protocol and verbal behavior analysis were incorporated into a framework for

revealing important factors related to evaluating data that is displayed graphically.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) involves the application of basic principles of

behavior for the treatment of socially significant behaviors.  Its origins are found in the

experimental analysis of behavior, launched by B.F. Skinner with his publication of The

Behavior of Organisms in 1938.  Since that time, the growth of behavior analysis as a basic

science and as a treatment modality continues.  As a science, behavioral research generates data

from basic studies that provide theory and insights into the basic principles of behavior.  In

response, studies in ABA conduct research on the field tools for applying these principles for the

purpose of overcoming behavior problems with positive and humane treatment options.  Often

applied behavioral researchers accomplish this through testing methods for assessing functions

of problem behaviors and tools tailored toward specific populations and settings.  ABA’s

practitioners then adapt these methods to the needs of individuals or small groups of people and

evaluate the success or failure of chosen therapies.

Functional assessment has come to reign as ABA’s primary method for probing causal

variables of client behaviors.  The analysis permits the design of directly relevant treatments,

specifically engineered for an individual.  Conducting such pre-treatment assessments is now

considered “best practice” (Arndorfer & Miltenberger, 1993).  Wacker and Reichle (1993, p. 2)

have gone so far as to state,  “The extent to which we can identify the function of behavior is the

single most important variable in establishing an effective intervention program.”  Therefore,

consensus and practice place functional assessment at the heart of providing contemporary

behavioral treatment.

Applied Behavior Analysis is best conceptualized as occupying a place in the continuum

of behavioral research where research questions evolve in response to several influences.  For

applied research, shifting pressures at a societal level direct change in the nature of research

questions asked by behavior analysts.  Behavioral journals have experienced a significant

increase in the number of studies of treatment for individuals with autism due to a corresponding

interest on the part of parents in this type of therapy (Maurice, Green, & Luce, 1996).  Similarly,

a paradigm shift occurring in areas of more basic research may also change the nature of applied
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research.  For example, advances in studying multiple functions of a basic operant in a purely

experimental setting might guide an applied researcher to develop similar procedures for child

behavior.  Interrelated behaviors comprise the clinical decision making aspects of behavior

analysis of which functional assessment is an essential component.

Clinical decision-making in ABA appears currently to be a process that is somewhat

informal, prompting some researchers to call for the development of structured tools for directing

the decision making process (Hanley, Iwata, & McCord, 2003).  A parallel to the evaluation of

functional assessment data is evident in medical diagnostics  (Patel, Arocha, & Kaufman, 1994).

Medical problems are often ill structured to the degree that during the initial review of a case, the

explicit conclusion and the necessary constraints are unknown.  In like manner, the behavior

analyst’s first task in a new behavioral assignment is to organize preliminary assessment

information into a coherent expression of a problem and its solution.  The practitioner advances

to reviewing various assessment data collected in more structured ways. When sufficient data

appear to have been considered, a treatment selection is made which is intended to address the

“why of behavior” question to effectively overcome the problem.  Since identifying function is

an essential component of behavioral practice (Wacker & Reichle, 1993), establishing patterns in

the verbal behavior involved in that process is a logical progression.  An evidence-based

depiction of how experienced practitioners interpret assessment data is needed for several

reasons.  Establishing a database of information on the nature of advanced visual analysis of

graphed data can be used to develop training curricula for future practitioners of applied behavior

analysis.  In doing so, behavioral treatment on a large scale would be improved indirectly.

Review of behavioral literature on graph interpretation

The core method of evaluating research data for intervention effects in behavior analysis

has been within-subject research designs that rely upon the graphic presentation of data for visual

interpretation.  For example, using the alternating-treatments design to assess multiple functions

of a single, maladaptive behavior was drawn from basic research studies (Ulman & Sulzer-

Azaroff, 1975).  Consequently, the transfer of data analysis methods from laboratory-based

analyses of behavior to applied research was a natural progression.  The role of visually

analyzing data did not lessen to any degree, likely due to continuing insights that modality
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afforded.  For example, recurrent variability might direct a behavior analyst to make a scatter

plot of the times of disruptive behaviors so that a pattern becomes discernable to the eyes of

persons with an interest in attaining a behavior change (e.g., an interdisciplinary team at a special

education program).  Morgan and Morgan (2001) describe an aspect of this process as it relates

to the visible display of a data pattern that might otherwise not be apparent if approached with

statistical tools:

"If one begins with the assumption that variability represents the core subject

matter of science, rather than an inevitable nuisance to be sidestepped, certain

consequences for methodology follow.  For the single-participant researcher,

variability as evidenced in the data of a single participant during the course of an

experimental phase, is pivotal information about the independent variable over

time.”

The understanding and use of variability as a feature that exerts control over the

practitioner’s behavior is just one example of many unexplored aspects of clinical decision-

making.  Many more could be ascertained with careful research into the behavior of the expert

who is viewing and making judgments in a single-subject paradigm.

Despite its great utility, the within-subject approach has some limitations.  When

contrasting the methods of statistical versus visual analysis, the latter possesses relatively

undefined standards for supporting conclusions about data.  Parsonson and Baer (1986)

welcomed the absence of a rigid system for analyzing data as a benefit, asserting that it allows

the practitioner to evaluate intervention effects in the context under which it occurs.  Data

graphed for the purpose of visual analysis illustrates information about the nature of responding

over time under specified conditions.  The visible changes in response patterns in graphic

displays of resulting data may be small, yet still significant in terms set by the original research

question.

Jones, Weinrott, and Vaught (1978) studied how serial dependency affected the

agreement between conclusions of significance in data that were analyzed both visually and

statistically.  Serial dependency was defined as the degree that future patterns of responding are

predicted by recognizable earlier patterns in data.  Jones et al. (1978) employed graphs published

in The Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis that showed small shifts in mean differences across
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experimental phases.  Each graph was separated so that participants only viewed two phases of

data.  A group of eleven participants comprised of professors, researchers, and graduate students

served as judges.  Graphs were projected onto a screen for all judges to view and score

concurrently.  The outcome measure was the mean agreement between participant ratings and a

determination of significance of the same data using a time series statistical analysis.  Jones et al.

(1978) reported that visual and times series inferences agreed better when a statistical test

indicated non-significant changes in mean level across phases.  When changes in level were

found to be significant using a statistical analysis, agreement with the ratings of the visual

analysts declined.  In addition, conclusions based on the use of time series and visual analysis

disagreed more when serial dependency increased.  In sum, agreement was highest when the

visual analysts and the statistical methods both designated changes in level to be negligible.

Under this circumstance, the two methods reached uniform conclusions when data contained

neither serial dependency nor treatment effects.  These two latter conditions are either unlikely or

unwanted in most basic studies of operant behavior and absent from data most widely viewed by

members of the behavioral community: studies reported in the field’s foremost journals.

Graphed data that display a high degree of random variability and low serial dependence may be

normal in applied clinical settings.  The authors’ discussion of this point may have more

importance than they realized.  When performing functional analyses in applied settings,

variability is difficult to control fully.  Even so, it is often managed rather than suppressed as

variability may have indirect implications for how the practitioner is to approach treatment

development.  Nonetheless, Jones et al. (1978) assert that their most important finding was that

visual analysis and statistics do not agree well and that visual analysis methods are too

inconsistent and nonstandard to be relied upon.

Several aspects of the methods employed by Jones et al. (1978) warrant discussion.  First,

little rigor was reported on how stimuli were presented to participants while collecting data upon

their decisions.  The graphs of data used as the stimulus materials were shown to a panel of

multiple judges simultaneously.  This raises a question of whether decisions from various

participants were affected by having judges view and score data in close proximity.  No

measures were reported on how participants were able to make their decisions about the stimuli
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without being influenced in any way by other participants.  For example, although graphs were

shown one at a time on a screen for all judges to see, there was no discussion of the pace that

graphs were changed.  If participants set the pace by being required to indicate their readiness to

advance to another trial, there might be unspoken social pressure for some participants to

quicken or reduce their pace to match that of others.  It is not clear how the researchers

controlled the experimental conditions to prevent this potential confound.  If time was

constrained in unintentional ways, the rate of agreement may have been indirectly affected.  The

conclusions made regarding percent agreement should be considered with caution.  Jones et al.’s

(1978) results were also skewed as the authors elected to exclude graphs from their stimulus

materials that were described as “non-obvious.”  The elimination of the graphs from one end of a

continuum of data clarity should also limit the conclusions drawn, but Jones et al. (1978)

generalized their findings to all instances of visual analysis.

Deprospero and Cohen (1979) mailed survey packets to 250 members of the editorial

staff of two major behavioral research journals and received 108 responses.  The raters scored

graphs of data that illustrated a reversal design.  Mean shift across phases, trend, and variability

were differentially increased or decreased to assess the influence on decisions made about the

graphs.  Participants were asked, “Using the following scale, how satisfactory a demonstration of

experimental control do you consider this to be?”  The participants were asked to indicate their

opinion by marking a scale that went from 0 to 100 and were also asked to report what elements

of the graphs they attended to when making decisions.  The results were presented in three

groups of participant rating: irreversible effects, inconsistent treatment patterns, and ideal results.

Large differences in means across phases produced the most favorable ratings among

participants, suggesting that agreement is highest when that feature is highly present in graphed

data.  The open-ended question regarding what factors influenced the judges’ ratings produced a

highly divergent set of criteria used in arriving at conclusions about the data in the stimulus

materials.  Examples included different methods for interpreting slope, trend, and variability in

the graphed data.  This latter finding lead Deprospero and Cohen (1979) to conclude that features

within graphs, not merely the size of effects, were largely responsible for differences in

judgments.
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Ottenbacher (1990) studied what he termed “components and characteristics of visual

analysis that contribute to consistent (or inconsistent) visual inferences.”  Sixty-one participants

comprised of occupational therapists, physical therapists, special education teachers, and

speech/language pathologists were asked to score single-subject graphic displays.  Their rating

for each graph was to be chosen from three possibilities: a significant change was present in data

patterns as a result of some intervention, no change was present, or “uncertain.”  The degrees of

mean shift across phases, variability, and slope of lines were all manipulated to determine the

impact on agreement outcomes.  Ottenbacher’s data were reported using a “ratio of

disagreement” method based on the position of subjects’ ratings in a table.  The author’s general

finding was that variability and slope correlated highly with rates of disagreement and large

mean shifts across phases correlated highly with inter-rater agreement.

Matyas and Greenwood (1990) compared statistical and graduate student visual analyses

of identical sets of data.  First, significant effects in those data sets were derived by the statistical

analyses.  Next, the outcomes of each visual analyst’s evaluation of graphs of the same data were

compared to the results of performing the statistical analyses.  This comparison was designed to

illustrate the rates of misses and false alarms committed by visual analysts.  Serial dependence in

the data was varied along with random variability and effect size.  Participants were asked to

choose from five possible conclusions regarding the graphs used as stimulus materials: no effect,

presence of a level change, a trend change, or both, and presence of some other type of

systematic change.  In general, Matyas and Greenwood (1990) found high miss and false alarm

rates in the ratings of visual analysts who were likely to rate graphs as depicting significant

effects that were not verified by the statistics.  In addition, the authors found a direct relationship

between the degree of serial dependence present in the stimulus material and the rate of

agreement between analysts.  Also, they noticed a pattern of visually based judgments returning

decisions of data showed significant effects where none were detected in statistical outcomes.

The authors concluded that the high incidence of Types I and II errors from visual analysis

designates statistical analysis as a superior method and should replace visual analysis for

treatment selection.
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Stocks and Williams (1995) studied the effects of celeration lines superimposed over

graphed data upon the rate of agreement of decisions.  A celeration line is a form of a job aid for

estimating trend.  This particular study employed a method for deriving a celeration line for

graphed data with the “split middle” technique.  In this technique, data points in a discrete phase

are divided into two phases and a median point for each phase is determined.  A line is drawn

between and beyond these two points and a representation of trend for that overall phase results.

To determine the impact of celeration lines upon rater scoring, 906 members of The Association

for the Advancement of Behavior Therapy were sent surveys and five charts with two panels of

graphed data representing two unidentified experimental conditions.  Half of the surveyed

persons were sent graphs with celeration lines; the other half had no such lines.  Two hundred

seventy one packets were returned with 52% of recovered materials having lines on them.

Stocks and Williams (1995) sought to answer two questions. First, does the addition of celeration

lines to graphed data increase rater accuracy in detecting the presence of trend or mean changes

that are engineered by the experimenters?  Second, how do statistical hypothesis testing

decisions (t-tests of means and regression analyses) compare with outcomes drawn through

visual analysis?

Stocks and Williams (1995) compared inter-rater accuracy by means of statistical

analysis of the impact of celeration lines on increasing accuracy of noting phase shift and trend

across groups.  They found that the presence of celeration lines did not produce statistically

significant levels of agreement when slope was present but no quantitative change occurred

across those conditions.  However, when a significant change did occur across conditions, inter-

rater agreement was statistically significant.  The authors compared visual analysis and statistics

to detect trend and mean differences that were inserted or excluded intentionally.  They found

that statistical methods were associated with a greater capacity to accurately detect the presence

or absence of trend or mean differences in the data sets used to generate graphs for the visual

analysts.  Stocks and Williams (1995) employed an alpha criterion of 0.10.  They explained the

use of this figure as a standard necessary due to the small numbers of observations resulting in

unacceptably low power.  They also inferred that an alpha level of 0.10 was generally employed

in visual inspection, although they offer no basis for this assumption.  However, these results
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should not be generalized to other data analyses, visual or mathematical, as statistical analyses

generally employ an alpha standard of 0.05.

In 1997, Hagopian, Fisher, Thompson, Owen-DeSchryver, Iwata, and Wacker studied

visual interpretation of graphed data in the specific context of functional analysis data

interpretation.  Their study was designed to examine a potential flaw in the application of

functional analysis methods by the greater population of behavioral practitioners.  That is, they

sought to determine if ratings of the functional assessment data vary when different raters are

asked to provide a judgment about a behavior’s function based on patterns in graphic displays of

assessment data.  The approach taken by Hagopian et al. (1997) was notably different from

previous researchers in that they focused on one particular aspect of visual analysis.

Furthermore, although data were not collected on the behavior of their participants while they

were judging graphs, Hagopian et al. (1997) did recognize the importance of the mediating

behaviors that lead to a decision.  This prompted the researchers to attempt to indirectly enhance

inter-rater agreement by providing a set of strict rules for examining various features that make

up a pattern seen in the graphs of assessment data.

In Study 1 of Hagopian et al. (1997), the authors asked pre-doctoral interns to score

packets of 13 functional analysis graphs.  These graphs depicted data by means of an alternating-

treatments design in which a number of environmental arrangements are presented repeatedly in

a random order (Hayes & Barlow, 1979).  The resulting graph allows for the visual analysis of

conditions directly against one another (for an example, see Figure 1).  The participants had to

state what their conclusions were regarding the function of the behavior in question based solely

on the data as illustrated in the graphs.  The participants’ rates of agreement in stating the

function of a behavior whose data were depicted in an alternating-treatment graph were

calculated as percentages.  For Study 1, the mean inter-rater score was 46%, well below the

consensus standard of 85% reliability when generating a report of agreement.  Study 2 of

Hagopian et al. (1997) involved organizing a panel of stated experts who viewed the graphs for

Study 1 and drafted “rules” for interpreting graphs that would be formulated into a training

intervention for Study 3.  The omission of describing the methods in Study 2 served as an
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impetus in the present research to use a data-based approach for collecting data on the verbal

behavior patterns of experts reaching a conclusion about graphed data.
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Figure 1.  The figure depicts a sample graph from typical depictions of functional analysis data

used in Hagopian, Fisher, Thompson, Owen-DeSchryver, Iwata, and Wacker (1997).

In Study 3, Hagopian et al. (1997) sought to determine if the structured criteria generated

in Study 2 could enhance inter-rater agreement to acceptable levels.  The three participants from

Study 1 were trained to implement the structured criteria and, following this intervention, were

shown a number of additional packets of 13 graphs in a staggered fashion to achieve a multiple

baseline research design.  Following the scoring of each packet, participants were given feedback

on any graphs in which errors of judgment may have been committed.  The results demonstrate

that the participants’ ratings did advance to averages above the 80% agreement standard as a

result of training with feedback in using the structured criteria developed in Study 2.

Based on the outcomes of all three studies, Hagopian et al. (1997) concluded that

interpretations of functional assessment data are not as reliable as they are assumed to be.

Second, decision-making rules used by experts can be operationalized.  Finally, Hagopian et al.
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(1997) stated what they found to be the most important result: individuals can be trained to

employ their rules to increase agreement when scoring functional analysis graphs.

Hagopian et al. (1997) were the first researchers to attempt to have structured criteria to

guide the visual interpretation of graphed data.  This is in contrast to previous studies on visual

interpretation that often called for the abandonment of visual analysis.  Rather, when Hagopian et

al. (1997) found an unacceptable level of inter-rater reliability, they explored a practical solution.

Unfortunately, implementing the criteria developed in their Study 2 can be a labor-intensive and

time-consuming endeavor (Fisher, Kelley, & Lomas, 2003); this is not addressed or even

commented upon by the authors.  Third, Hagopian et al. (1997) did not speak to the issue of

whether false alarms or misses can be eliminated by using the structured criteria.  Rather, the

study was described as a success solely due to increased agreement among raters.  These

decisions were never verified as “correct” either by performing any statistical comparisons or by

checking if such conclusions would be socially valid in applied settings.  Rather, the authors did

accomplish their stated goal: enhancing the agreement of their participants’ decisions regarding

the functions of behavior when visually analyzing data.

In 1999, Austin and Mawhinney studied the impact of graphed data on the verbal

behavior of participants who analyzed data presented one data point at a time.  The participants

were asked to estimate where an intervention had been introduced during the course of the study

from which the data set was drawn.  Austin and Mawhinney (1999) also employed the “think

aloud” techniques of protocol analysis of their participants’ verbal behavior during this task as a

mechanism for understanding differences in novices versus experts in drawing conclusions.  The

data from Austin and Mawhinney (1999) demonstrate that experts displayed a greater quantity of

verbal behavior when participating in the exercise.  In addition, the data also revealed that

experts said more about how each point related to an overall graph in question.  Aside from the

protocol analysis, the data also indicated that experts were better able to identify whether an

intervention was in fact present and where that intervention occurred in the order of sessions

plotted on the x axes of stimulus materials.  Despite the data collection on concurrent verbal

reports, Austin and Mawhinney (1999) did not use the data to examine a direct relationship

between protocols and their impact on successful identification of the presence and location of an
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intervention.  Despite this drawback, the study performed by Austin and Mawhinney (1999)

demonstrated the need for more specific examinations of the process of viewing and reacting in

prescribed ways to graphed data.  In brief, these authors have introduced protocol analysis to

behavior analysis research of visual analysis.

In reviewing the findings from studies on the visual interpretation of graphed data,

several general conclusions are apparent.  Statistics and visual analysis are likely to not agree

when serial dependence increases (i.e., initial data points on a graph are predictive of later ones).

As a result, general statements of the advantages of statistics over visual analysis may be

misleading, since only certain types of statistics can account for serial dependence in a way

comparable to that of visual analysis.  A more consistent finding with great significance is that

the interpretations of participants (with experts usually fulfilling that role) are not likely to be

consistent.

More research is needed in several areas of visual analysis of graphed data to add to

advances already made in understanding the complex repertoire of skills it involves.  The studies

to date have not examined whether variability contained in graphed data exerts a distinct type of

influence over conclusions reached by participants. The handling of variability is repeatedly a

factor in comparing or contrasting visual analysis with statistics.  Yet, there does not even appear

to be a strong consensus reported in the literature pertaining to visual analysis about what

precisely defines variability and how to properly label differing types of variability (e.g., random

variation versus highly serial dependent data sets).  Exploring the influence of variability ought

to aid in the development of guidelines for using it uniformly as an interpretive cue in visual

inference (Morgan & Morgan, 2001).

The place of protocol analysis in the study of visual analysis

Protocol analysis is a framework for investigating participant verbal behavior while

performing complex tasks such as visual analysis of graphed data.  The behaviors data analysts

engage in when judging graphed data are a suitable subject matter for examination with protocol

analysis.  Visual analysis represents an activity common to a specific group of professionals

sharing a common objective—seeking the function of behaviors for the purpose of treatment
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selection (Austin & Delaney, 1998).  It is a task with defined parameters that has an identifiable

endpoint and can only result in a finite number of behavior function selections.  Therefore,

protocol analysis is very appropriate for expanding the focus of visual analysis research from

only studying the ultimate decisions reached by participants to performing fine-grained analyses

of the behaviors that led up to that decision.

At this time it is not surprising that behavioral researchers are unfamiliar with the reliable

data protocol analysis can provide.  Critchfield and Epting (1998) attribute this to the fact that

most behavior analysts have conducted research with individuals who have little to say (e.g.,

persons with severe disabilities).  Since the skills of the clinician are relatively more complex

than many behaviors studied in applied settings, protocol analysis has the potential to fill the

void in behavioral research where a set of tools has otherwise been lacking.  Behavior analysts,

as students of intra-subject variability and as advocates of a natural science approach, ought to

explore the utility of Ericsson and Simon’s emphasis on exploring individual-subject events for

specific indicators of real expert performance (Critchfield & Epting, 1998).

The present study demonstrated that combining protocol analysis methods with

functional analysis from a verbal behavior perspective allowed for a novel description of

complex behavior involved in visual analysis.  The research design was developed to examine

the nature and depth of three features commonly discussed in the body of literature dedicated to

better understanding this visual analysis: mean difference, trend, and variability.

How spoken responses are transformed for data analysis

The combination of protocol and verbal behavior analysis requires transforming

participant vocal responding into units of analysis.  For the present study, the participants were

informed how to perform the think aloud technique and were given a series of warm-up

exercises.  When presented with stimulus materials, participants were asked to think aloud

continuously while responses were audio taped.

The participants’ audio recordings were typed verbatim, without capitalization or

punctuation as illustrated in Figure 2.  After content on the audiotapes were entered into Word©

documents, the transcripts were converted into units for protocol analysis by applying rules for
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segmenting this material.  In brief, material was broken up into identifiable phrases.  Guidelines

for performing this task are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2 of the current report.
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Figure 2.  The graph illustrates a stimulus presented to a Master Clinician along with his vocal

responding while analyzing the graph.  The graph contains comparatively high variability.

Part of merging protocol analysis with a behavioral perspective requires developing

procedures that meet scientific standards.  For example, during the development of the present

study the phrases emitted by participants were of the greatest interest.  As a result, lengthy texts

that were not amenable to such an analysis were divided so that scoring data in a manner

consistent with a verbal behavior analysis could be performed.  While procedures for segmenting

are not difficult to perform, Ericsson and Simon (1993) warn that dividing data in this manner

should be done as objectively as possible.  Furthermore, those authors recommend striving for

segmenting in a way that produces units that are otherwise identifiable in a reliable fashion to

practical ends (i.e., an enriched degree of analysis by adopting segmenting practices).  With these

guides in mind, the segmenting used in the present study began with a dictionary definition of

MC-1’s vocal responding: uh (cleared throat) another one with a lot of variability um the control

is uh its up down up down up down in the middle there’s a little bit of well it almost looks like a

little bit of stability but it spikes again uh treatment on the other hand starts out more variable and

then its um more stable with a a lower rate um than than most of the uhm control um that’s it this

one’s not differentiated too

Treatment

Control

Differentiated: Y/N?
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“phrase” and was refined by repeated trials with multiple research assistants.  Practices that were

found to impede reliable segmenting were removed.  For example, the insertion of punctuation

from the person originally transcribing material from cassette tape suggested breaks in the

material that might bias “segmenters.”

A sample of the conversion is found in Table 1.  After dividing of raw verbal responses,

the units were then scored according to target definitions that are discussed in greater detail in

Chapter 2.  When scorers applied the target definitions, they had access to a copy of the same

stimulus that a subject viewed when generating that verbal material.  The scorer was also

provided with corresponding segmented material as illustrated in the right column of Table 1.

The right column of Table 1 presents results of the primary observer applying target definitions.

Table 1.  The table illustrates sampled verbal material that has already been segmented (right

column) and the labeling of those units of analysis according to target definitions (left column).

Other Uh

Other (cleared throat)

Tact of Variability another one with a lot of variability

Other Um

Other the control  is

Other uh

Tact of Variability its up down up down up down  in the middle

Other there’s a little bit of

Other well

Tact of Variability it almost looks like a little bit of stability

Tact of Variability but  it spikes again

Other Uh

Tact of Variability treatment on the other hand starts out more variable

Other and  then its

Other um

Tact of Variability more stable with a a lower rate

Other um

Intraverbal Assessment than  than most of the

Other Uhm

Other control

Other um

Other that’s it
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The Benefit of a Radical Behaviorist Perspective and its System for Classifying Verbal Operants

Most prior studies of visual analysis have concentrated solely on the how the outcomes of

that method are consistent with traditional data analyses (i.e., statistical analyses) or consistent

across individuals viewing the same graphed data.  The resulting degree of agreement of final

decisions between raters or statistics are then discussed in terms of where the method is weak or

whether the method should be used at all.  The dominance of within-subject methods both in

published behavioral journals as well as in clinical practice would appear to answer the question

of whether visual analysis should be adopted.  To date, studies have not extensively explored

why visual analysts disagree.  For example, some studies have established that highly prominent

variability increases inter-rater agreement as well as agreement with statistics.  However, these

studies have not provided data that illustrates why agreement (or disagreement) occurs.

Therefore, it is clear that locating the source(s) of disagreements or establishing the foundations

of agreements is now vital to both increasing the consistency of the method and, in turn,

enhancing its acceptance and benefit to consumers of behavior therapy.

Features that appear to affect these decisions have been well studied.  In addition, some

representative patterns of the decisions made in response to graphs with different kinds of graphs

have been documented.  Research literature in this domain has not extensively studied what

would appear to be occurring between the presentation of particular kinds of stimuli and the

judgments made about them: the critical thinking of the visual analyst.  A plausible explanation

for this has been the absence of a system in behavioral research for objectively measuring the

verbal behavior of individuals performing visual analysis.  The barrier to collecting objective

data on important critical thinking skills has been removed with the aid of protocol analysis.

Being able to audiotape the thinking of visual analysts does not automatically provide the

answers to questions about exactly what occurs when a visual analyst is judging graphed data.

Collecting protocol analysis data generates a series of practical difficulties that must be

addressed.  Segmenting lengthy texts is one adaptation necessary to analyze participant verbal

behavior in a practical way.  A systematic means for demonstrating how visual analysts approach

their task, both in similar and sometimes divergent ways, is key to why these individuals perform

in certain ways.
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The system for scoring the data resulting from think aloud exercises conducted while

participants analyze data visually is contained in B.F. Skinner’s Verbal Behavior (1957).  In that

text, a system was introduced for identifying verbal operants according to antecedent event(s)

that set the occasion for them as well as consequences that follow.  When verbal behavior is

approached in this fashion, Skinner (1957) characterized this as a functional analysis of this type

of behavior.  That is, the “why of behavior” question could be answered by examining the

function of various setting events in producing specific verbal responses.

The system for classifying verbal operants according to events that set the occasion for

them is comprised of several categories.  The type of response most relevant to the present

research is referred to as a tact, discernable when its antecedent condition is a non-verbal

stimulus.  An example would be saying, “It’s humid out here,” in response to the stimulation of

moisture in the atmosphere.  This is a skill that is not instinctive, but must be taught by members

of a verbal community.  The accuracy of a new member’s tact of weather conditions can be

directly important for other members.  By showing the importance of the specific effects of

complex, non-verbal stimuli, it may be possible to understand why one individual describes

weather as suitable for exterior painting while another responds to moisture in the air as

detrimental to applying paint out-of-doors.  This approach promotes the explanation of the verbal

behavior in terms of either the stimulus being responded to or possibly to the learning history of

a speaker.  In the present study, non-verbal features commonly present in graphic displays of

data are differences in means, trend, and variability.  Therefore, if a participant viewed a set of

data that shows no identifiable patterns and said, “This data is all over the place,” that would be

an example of a tact of a somewhat more complex nature: a tact of variability present in graphed

data.  It follows that adopting the operant classification system spelled out by Skinner (1957)

directs any analysis of thinking toward identifiable antecedents or the learning history of a

speaker, illustrated by repeated patterns of responding to stimuli with common or duplicative

features.

The system for classifying verbal operants also described behaviors under the antecedent

control of other verbal behavior, of which the operant termed intraverbal is most pertinent to the

present study.  An intraverbal response is defined as a verbal response to a dissimilar verbal
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stimulus.  An example of a long chain of intraverbal responses is reciting The Pledge of

Allegiance wherein one phrase sets the occasion for another phrase to follow and other phrases

in turn until the verses are finished.  A phrase is therefore identifiable as an intraverbal when the

antecedent that evokes it is a dissimilar verbal stimulus.  In the present study, certain distinct

phrases that followed other phrases appeared to serve this function.  As a result, such phrases

were identified as intraverbals.  A participant might tact a visual stimulus as “trending,” but then

qualify his or her own phrase by saying, “but the trend is actually insignificant.”  Classifying

responses as intraverbals is essential to assessing the role they played in chains of verbal

responses that ultimately lead to a participant’s decision about a set of graphed assessment data.

Skinner extended his framework for analyzing language to a “speaker-listener”

framework in which the interactive nature of units of verbal behavior between two participants

serve various operant functions.  For example, a person may inquire what the time is and another

may state the time to which the first speaker says, “I must leave, I have an appointment.”  The

first question is an antecedent stimulus for the reading of the time by the second speaker.  The

answer to the question can appropriately be interpreted as a reinforcing event to the question, but

may also be viewed as an antecedent for the latter statement about an appointment.  This

perspective of language as serving various operant functions typifies the approach of a verbal

behavior analysis. A benefit to adopting this approach when examining the influence of features

present in graphed data is that classifying responses according to their antecedent allows a

systematic study of variables that directly produce responses within a “chain.”  The basis of the

radical behavioral perspective (in contrast to methodological behaviorism) is that the roles of

speaker and listener can be filled by a single person in the form of an individual talking with him

or herself while considering a problem.  The difficulty with this approach to date has been that

much of this behavior occurs covertly where the researcher has no access.  Just as protocol

analysis became essential to provide verbal behavior that is observable, the application of

Skinner’s system of classifying verbal operants according to function became just as critical to

examining why participants came to particular conclusions about the graphed data presented to

them.
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Survey Mailed to Master Clinicians in the Field

A survey of information was collected from advanced behavior analysts using mailed

questionnaires.  The purpose was to derive a broad sample of decisions regarding the type of

graphs used in the present research.  In addition, a portion of the survey inquired about the style

of instruction, educational experience, and materials employed to acquire visual analysis skills.

Goals of the current study

The purpose of the present research was twofold.  The primary objective was to

determine the impact of manipulating observable features contained within graphs of functional

assessment data upon participant decisions of whether treatment and control condition data are

differentiated.  Specifically, the present study sought to show the benefits of expanding the focus

of visual analysis research past considering only the agreement of participants’ ultimate

decisions to that of examining whole processes (i.e., critical thinking) that lead up to them.

Examining the thinking behavior of participants presented with graphs containing an accentuated

amount of variability, trend, or difference in mean was arranged to illustrate any differential

within-trial response patterns.

In developing the present research, few guidelines were available to direct the researcher

how to analyze participant thinking from a behavioral perspective with the aid of protocol

analysis.  As a result, a major objective when developing the present study was to determine how

to conduct protocol analysis in a manner that allows for an examination of resulting data from a

radical behaviorist perspective.  Protocol analysis is generally applied to generate data suitable

for examination through between group statistical methods.  In contrast, the system for

conducting a verbal behavior analysis approach required an atypical handling of resulting

protocol analysis data (e.g. segmenting lengthy narratives).  Therefore, the second objective of

the present research was to verify and document precisely what procedures were required to

employ protocol analysis in a way that was functional and adhered to the standards of behavioral

research.
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CHAPTER 2

STUDY 1 METHOD

The purpose of this study was to determine if Master Clinicians, when looking at graphs

with one feature emphasized, would give differential verbal responses to those features.

Participants and Setting

For Study 1, two individuals were recruited to represent “Master Clinician” (MC)

participants.  Both had received doctoral degrees from programs focused on training in applied

behavior analysis.  In addition, these participants were chosen as they each had greater than ten

years of post-graduate experience interpreting data that has been displayed graphically.  The

Master Clinicians were assigned the identification codes MC-1 and MC-2 for confidentiality

purposes.  Sessions for the Master Clinicians were conducted outside of the university setting.

MC-1’s sessions were conducted in a faculty lounge at another university setting; MC-2’s

sessions were conducted at a dining room table in her home.

The term “Master Clinician” was adopted as the term “expert” has a very specific

meaning in research dedicated to studying expertise.  Persons characterized as experts by

Ericsson and Charness (1994) practice a limited set of skills for eight or more hours each day to

achieve and eventually maintain exceptional performance that is superior to most other members

of a particular domain.  It has not been assumed that Study 1’s participants possess skills in

interpreting data that are superior to most other Ph.D. level behavior analysis practitioners.

Rather, they were chosen as representing a population of applied behavior analysts who have

achieved a high level of education and supervised training.  Additionally, these practitioners

focus upon a variety of concerns in their applied work, of which interpreting graphed data may

encompass only a portion of their time.  The term Master Clinician has been adopted for the

present study to respect differences in what the two terms describe.
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Apparatus

A high quality Shure© “pilot” microphone (model number SM10A) was worn on a

participant’s head to record think aloud protocols.  The microphone was worn approximately one

inch from a participant’s mouth and connected to a Marantz© standard-cassette tape-recorder

model PMD 430.  A Sanyo© TRC-8080 standard-cassette transcription machine was employed

to collect the protocol analysis data from audio recordings.  Participant time-on-task was

measured with a Micronta LCD Stopwatch.  During experimental sessions, the experimenter

recorded time-on-task measures on a datasheet.  Additional materials available during all

participant sessions included: drinking water, facial tissues, a calculator, and a ruler.  Participants

were informed the latter two items were available “as needed,” but their use was not required.

Materials

Charts Used as Antecedent Stimuli

The stimulus materials consisted entirely of alternating-treatment graphs generated by

Microsoft© Excel.  As illustrated in Figure 3, graphs presented two lines, designated in the

legend as treatment and control, but without any further information provided.  Figure 3 also

shows how the x axis for a graph was labeled “Sessions” and below that axis was the answer

space marked “Differentiated: Y/N?” where participants indicated their ultimate decision.

Procedures for Obtaining Stimulus Graphs

For this experiment, participants viewed stimuli comprised of real, graphed functional

assessment data.  The graphs resulted from employing the alternating-treatments design (Hayes

& Barlow, 1979) to assess multiple, potential functions a behavior problem might serve for a

client.
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Figure 3.  The figure shows a sample from the pool of stimulus materials in which variability

was more pronounced than either mean difference or trend.

Graphs for Study 1 were derived from several sources.  First, authors from Hagopian et

al. (1997) were contacted for the functional analysis graphs utilized in that study.  In addition,

the prior ten volumes of The Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis and Research in

Developmental Disabilities were explored for graphs that met the criteria set by Hagopian et al.

(1997): alternating-treatments graphs with a single control as well as multiple treatment

conditions where each had points representing ten or more assessment sessions.  An example of

the stimuli used in the present study is found in Figure 4.  These criteria were incorporated

during the present study’s development so that direct comparisons with the findings of Hagopian

et al. (1997) could be made.  However, the present study’s focus shifted significantly away from

replicating and extending the application of criteria for interpretation designed by Hagopian et al.

(1997) and toward analyzing the verbal behavior of participants who have not had instruction on

applying these specific procedures.  Although the nature of the present study changed, the graphs

Treatment

Control

Differentiated: Y/N?
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furnished by the authors of Hagopian et al (1997) and drawn from behavioral journals provided

an extensive bank of stimuli needed to follow the research design of Study 1.
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Figure 4.  The figure shows an example from the pool of stimulus materials in which trend was

more pronounced than either mean difference or variability.

How Functional Assessment Data Are Characteristically Interpreted

The conventional approach for conducting a functional assessment involves following

pre-determined procedures for multiple, distinct conditions.  Data are collected on certain

behaviors in consistent fashion while distinct environmental manipulations are alternated.  After

data are plotted on a graph with session numbers from the functional assessment on the x axis,

lines are drawn connecting the data points from matching conditions.  Participants in the present

study viewed such graphs and were asked to indicate if data representing a treatment condition

were differentiated from data representing a control condition.  “Differentiated” was explained to

participants as occurring when data representing a treatment condition appeared to be

significantly and consistently higher than data graphed for its counterpart control condition.

Treatment

Control

Differentiated: Y/N?
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Procedures for Preparing Stimulus Graphs

Several steps were taken to focus the analysis of the present research on factors

hypothesized to influence visual analysis and to prevent potential confounds.  To simplify the

task, one line each for the control and treatment conditions were present on each stimulus.  If an

original source graph contained multiple treatment conditions, each condition’s data were made

into one stimulus graph for the present study.  An assessment graph with three treatment

conditions and a control condition would yield three separate stimuli, each containing

comparison data from the same original control condition.  This method yielded 185 potential

stimulus graphs.

The present study called for graphs with the presence of one of three features distinctly

greater than two others: mean difference, trend, or variability.  Figure 5 is an example of a graph

with a highly prominent mean difference.  The line representing the treatment condition (open

circles) in Figure 5 is consistently higher than the line with representing control condition data

(solid dots) and the average difference in scores for each condition is very evident visually.   To

assign graphs in an objective manner to these categories, three Ph.D. professionals who

otherwise qualified as Master Clinicians were asked to indicate which of the three graph

characteristics was “most prominent” in all potential stimulus materials.  These volunteers were

termed “Pre-Study” Master Clinicians and viewed all potential stimuli in the same order.  They

were asked to circle one of the three labels that matched their opinion of the most prominent

feature present.  Participants were allowed as much time for each graph as needed to complete

the task.  When all three raters labeled a graph unanimously, that graph was assigned to the pool

of stimuli representing that category.  If two out of the three raters agreed upon a feature being

the most prominent in a graph viewed, the majority opinion was also used to label that graph and

assign it to a category.  Graphs rated by the Pre-Study Master Clinicians in complete

disagreement were no longer used in any remaining part of the study.

The Pre-Study Master Clinicians, somewhat surprisingly, did not always agree on what

feature was most prominent, occasionally scoring in a manner that yielded complete

disagreement among the three raters (see Appendix H for the raw scores of the Pre-study Master

Clinicians).  In stimulus materials, a graph feature that was identified unanimously by the Pre-
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Study Master Clinicians resulted in labeling that graph a “consensus graph.”  Graphs chosen to

be stimuli with the majority opinion of Pre-Study Master Clinicians were referred to as

“ambiguous graphs.”  This distinction became important as these two types of graphs were used

separately in Study 2’s intervention with novices.

Graphs were separated into three stacks according to the ratings of the Pre-Study Master

Clinicians.  Packets for the main section of the study were then created in several steps to

achieve random assignment and equal dispersion.  To create a packet of six graphs, two graphs

were randomly drawn from each of the three categories of stacks of available graphs and placed

together.  Next, graphs in each new packet were shuffled repeatedly.  This yielded 12 graph

packets, each containing a random order of six graphs with the three features represented

equally.
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Figure 5.  The figure shows an example from the pool of stimulus materials in which Mean

Difference was more pronounced than either trend or variability.
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Procedure

Step One:  Participant Recruitment and Establishment of Confidentiality

Participants were enlisted by requesting their voluntary participation.  For Study 1,

Master Clinicians were recruited through personal contacts of the experimenter.  The

confidentiality of participants was maintained at all times in two ways.  First, Master Clinicians

were assigned an identity code in the manner described previously.  This code was applied to all

materials that required written identification of the participant.  In addition, the initiation of all

tape recordings involved a Master Clinician stating that code instead of his or her name.  Second,

raw data were presented to observers without any marks that would identify participants.  The

temporary assignment of ID numbers and random order of scoring produced a double blind

context for coding the verbal responses so that order effects and any participant familiarity would

not create confounds in the results.

All participants began the experiment by reading and signing an informed consent sheet

that contained a questionnaire regarding their background and experience in scoring data  (see

Appendix A).  After informed consent was obtained from a participant, he or she was briefed on

the nature of the experimental task and how data in an alternating-treatments design are gathered

and graphed.

Step Two: Training participants to “think aloud”

Upon the first session, participants were prepared for performing their tasks while

thinking aloud in the experiment by completing a warm-up exercise.  The script for that warm-up

task is found in the instructions read to participants found in Appendix B.  Reminders to think

aloud occurred during all experimental sessions by the experimenter observing a stopwatch and

saying, “Please think aloud,” when five or more seconds passed without vocalization.

Step Three: Data collection with participants judging graphed data

After completing the initial warm-up, a participant was ready for judging graphs.  The

experimenter initiated each session by turning on the tape recorder, stating session information

(i.e., the date, time, participant code ID), and then replaying this section of the cassette-tape to

make sure the audio recording equipment was operating properly.  The tape recorder was then

turned back to the recording mode and the participant was handed a single graph until an entire
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6-graph set was viewed and scored.  The participant was asked to say the code that was marked

in the bottom, right corner of each graph presented by the experimenter.  This code represented

the sequence in which the individual graph appeared and a set’s name (e.g., 1J, 2J, 3J, etc.).

When the participant stated the graph’s code, the experimenter started measuring time on the

stopwatch.  When the participant finished viewing and scoring a graph, he or she said, “End

graph —code number—.”  The experimenter stopped measuring time-on-task with the stopwatch

when the graph ID was repeated the second time.  After that, the experimenter recorded the time

and handed the participant the next graph in the set until all graphs had been viewed and scored.

Participants were not encouraged to set their pace in any way, but were informed they could take

as much time as they needed.

In order to preserve a conventional protocol analysis procedure, participants were

prompted to give a retrospective account of his or her strategies after completing an entire set.

The experimenter accomplished this by leaving the tape recorder in the “record” position after a

set’s final graph and saying to the participant, “I would like for you to recount for me all that you

can remember about your thinking as you scored those graphs.  Do not attempt to re-enact

scoring each graph.  Rather, try to tell me what you were thinking as you carried out the task and

how you came to your decisions.”  When the retrospective report was completed, the

experimenter turned off the recording equipment and informed the participant that he or she may

take a break (i.e., use the restroom, get a drink) or that the sessions were complete for that day

depending upon the set just finished.  The retrospective reports were not used as data in the

present study.  The collection of this material on audiotape was performed in the event future

comparative studies with other protocol analysis experiments are conducted.  After a

participant’s final session was complete, he or she received a debriefing regarding the nature of

the overall experiment, methods followed, and the pace of their data in better understanding

visual analysis of graphed data according to the debriefing statement found in Appendix C.
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Dependent Variables

Dependent Variable I: Final Decisions Made by All Participants

Data were collected on the binary decision each participant made regarding whether a

line representing the data from a treatment condition was differentiated from the line

representing the control condition in graphed format. The participant’s decisions were self-

recorded on the graph datasheet when they circled the applicable “Y” or “N” character next to

the prompt “Differentiated?”  Their responses were transferred to an Excel© database after

experimental sessions were completed.  Because of the use of protocol analysis procedures, all

participants stated their decision in addition to marking it on a datasheet.  To assure accuracy of

the Excel© database entries, each entry was crosschecked with printed transcriptions of

participant think aloud data that had also captured their final decision(s).

Dependent Variable II: Verbal Behavior Derived from Audio-Recordings

Verbal behavior data, gathered via protocol analysis procedures (Ericsson & Simon,

1993), served as a primary dependent measure of participant performance.  Verbal responding

provided the basis for illustrating the effects of three types of manipulated features on response

patterns of participants.  After think aloud protocols were collected via audiotaping, the author of

the present study typed them into Microsoft Word© files.  Each participants’ think aloud

transcripts were reviewed along with the audio recording and corrections made where any initial

typing errors may have occurred.  The primary observer then segmented that text into phrases

according to guidelines included in Appendix D, and scored the resulting segments as verbal

responses according to target definitions.  A reproduction of the system for applying target

definitions, as provided to all scorers, is located in Appendix E.  A brief overview of these

definitions is found in Table 2.

Dependent Variable III: Time-on-task

The time each participant spent scanning and labeling each graph was measured using a

stopwatch.  This served as a measure of participant performance to determine if any systematic

patterns emerged in response to the three types of graphs interpreted.
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Table 2.  The table lists a brief overview of target definitions used in the present study.

Tact of Means The speaker compares average rates of responding between conditions or

identifies or labels an overall average for an entire condition

Tact of Trend The speaker specifies a uniform direction an entire condition’s data

points are heading in or specifies a subset of one condition that heads in a

uniform direction; such as “up, down, upward, downward,

skyrocketing,” etc.

Tact of Variation The speaker specifies a more than one time shift in direction for the data

or subset of points, identifies a clear lack of variation (after searching for

it), labels an aspect of data as fluctuating OR compares unsteadiness, or

identifies one point as an outlier specifically compared to other points of

that condition

Textual The speaker specifies some written or typed stimulus for which there is

point-to-point correspondence to another portion of the phrase being

scored

Autoclitic The speaker emits a verbal response that directs attention to other current

or potential behavior or describes the emotional or motivational

condition of the speaker.

Intraverbal Decision Speaker states his or her binary decision about the graph

Intraverbal

Assessment

The speaker weighs the importance of earlier Tacts already stated or

attempts to explain how or why a conclusion was reached.

Mand The speaker asks specifically for some tangible item.

Other The speaker emits phrases that contain no identifiable words or non-word

exclamations.

Procedures for Assessing Dependent Variable Reliability

Occurrence agreement methodology was employed to assess the reliability of the

segmenting method, application of the target definitions for think aloud protocols, and

measurement of time-on-task.  Scores of the primary observer (the author of the present study)

were compared to the scores of independent observers (a different person for each of the

dependent variables checked).  Greater than 25% of all observational opportunities were sampled

to measure reliability.  An agreement was counted when two observers applied the rules for

segmenting in a manner that yielded uniform breaks in text, scored segments with the same

target definition, or measured the same amount of time-on-task within five seconds of each other.
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Agreement percent was calculated as the number of agreements divided by the number of

agreements plus disagreements, multiplied by 100.

Inter-observer Reliability: Segmenting

A second observer segmented the unbroken, protocol text files following the same

procedures as the primary observer (see Appendix D).  While this was not a direct dependent

variable, uniform application of rules for segmenting was essential for subsequent uniformity in

the scoring of these units with target definitions.  Therefore, a second person segmented to

ensure uniform presentation of the data to observers for applying target definitions.

The second observer for segmenting was a graduate student in the masters program in

instructional design at Florida State University who had demonstrated skills in scoring data in

pilot work and had completed an introductory course in applied behavior analysis.  Training for

applying rules for segmenting involved a) a face-to-face meeting in which the procedures for

segmenting text files were explained, b) practice with the primary observer in segmenting

example Word© files that were comprised of multiple, lengthy texts from pilot research, and c)

independent application of segmenting rules with feedback on responses that did not correspond

to answer keys.  The second observer began segmenting text from the main experiment when his

placement of segments in a sample file matched segmenting of the same material by the primary

observer at 85% or better.

For Study 1, participants each viewed and discussed 72 graphs (i.e., 12 sets of 6 graphs).

As there were two Master Clinicians in Study 1, 144 collections of text required segmenting into

units for analysis according to target definitions.  The second observer, to assure reliability of the

method, segmented 48 of those groupings, or 33.3% of all raw text files.  This yielded an average

inter-observer reliability percentage for this measure of 88.5%.

Inter-observer Reliability: Applying Target Definitions

After audio taped material was typed and rules for segmenting were applied, the units

were scored according to target definitions.  Data scorers viewed the multiple lines of data along

with the stimulus graph the participant viewed.  The second observer for scoring segmented
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material in this format was a senior, psychology major at Florida State University who

completed an introductory course in applied behavior analysis.  Initial training of the volunteer

inter-observer involved a) a meeting in which the application of the scoring system was

discussed, b) practice example files scored together with the primary observer, and c)

independent application of target definition scoring system with feedback on responses that did

not correspond to answer keys. The second observer began scoring responses from the main

experiment when her application of target definitions in a sample file matched the scoring of the

same material by the primary observer at 85% or better.

For Study 1, participants each viewed and discussed 72 graphs (i.e., 12 sets of 6 graphs).

As there were two Master Clinicians in Study 1, 144 collections of segmented text required

scoring according to the target definitions.  The second observer, to assure reliability of the

method, scored 44 of those groupings, or 30.5% of text files prepared via segmentation.  This

yielded an average inter-observer reliability percentage for this measure at 88.1%.

Inter-observer Reliability: time-on-task

The second observer for assessing time-on-task was a graduate student in the masters

program in instructional design at The Florida State University who had experience in scoring

data as a research assistant in her program of study.  Measuring time-on-task was a

comparatively straightforward task and did not require extended instruction as with segmenting

or target definition application.  The second observer was provided with a demonstration of how

the stopwatch operated and was shown when to stop and start the watch by listening to an audio

tape from pilot work that lead to the present study.  Following that instruction, the second

observer was provided with audiotapes from Study 1 and data sheets used to record the time-on-

task for all individual trials.  To determine if the measure of an individual trial’s time was

reliable, the times recorded by the primary observer and the secondary observer were compared.

An agreement was counted if the absolute value of the difference of the two observers was less

than 5-sec.

For Study 1, participants each viewed and discussed 72 graphs (i.e., 12 sets of 6 graphs).

As there were two Master Clinicians in Study 1, 144 measurements of time-on-task required
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scoring by a second observer to assure its reliability.  36 of these measurements of time-on-task,

or 25% of opportunities, were scored.  This yielded an average inter-observer reliability

percentage for this measure at 88.9%.

Independent Variable

Graphs were arranged into packets such that two representatives of the three categories of

stimulus features were presented to participants within each packet.  As a result, only one

independent variable was manipulated in Study 1: one type of three potential visual features in

the graphic displays.

Research Design

The rotation of three types of graphs that occurred in Study 1 produced an alternating-

treatments design (Hayes & Barlow, 1979).  The arrangement of graph packets in an alternating

presentation to participants allowed for an analysis of the effect of the three features on the final

decisions, verbal behavior, and time-on-task of each participant.
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CHAPTER 3

STUDY 1 RESULTS

The Effects of Graphical Features On Master Clinician Behavior

Like most studies of visual analysis, the first section of the present chapter reports

agreement percentages of Master Clinician final decisions.  In addition, data from the

participants’ think aloud protocols are also presented to illustrate their specific response to

manipulation of the independent variable.  The second section examines the overall rates of

participant behaviors and time-on-task using cumulative graphing displays.  Finally, within-

session patterns of the protocol analysis data are presented in modified scatter-plot format to

permit analyses of why advanced visual analysts disagreed about the differentiation of specified

graphs.

Agreement Percentages for All Participants

Overall, the final decisions given by Master Clinicians agreed 70.8% for all 72 stimulus

graphs. Agreements between their final decisions were greatest when viewing graphs with highly

prominent trend, producing an agreement percentage of 79.2%.  For graphs with highly

prominent variability, the Master Clinicians’ agreement percentage for their final decisions was

75%.  When graphs with highly prominent mean differences were presented, the percent

agreement of Master Clinician decisions was 58.3%.

Graphic Display of Data in Cumulative Format

Data from think aloud protocols are presented in cumulative format, intended to illustrate

overall rates of responding in selected categories from the target definitions.  Levels of

performance over time are plotted on such graphs in an additive fashion.  The score a participant

receives on one occasion is added to the values of scores plotted on previous occasions.  Values

plotted on the y axis are the accumulated total for all previous sessions plotted along the x axis.

Data are typically graphed in applied behavior analysis in non-cumulative format.  This is due to

the fact that data analysis in such studies are more concerned with each data point that appears
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on a graph (Kazdin, 1982).  The present study differs in that numerous experimental sessions

were conducted to illustrate differential responding that emerged over the course of the study

rather than within only one or a few data points.  Therefore, the cumulative graphing format

smoothes variability into a uniform direction that facilitates the understanding of rate of

responding over time (i.e., the course of an entire study or an experimental phase).  By

examining the data in this way, any differential effects of the three features on rates of tacts,

intraverbals, and time-on-task can be identified.

In the present study, a “line of best fit” was provided for all data displayed cumulatively.

These celeration lines illustrate differences in the slope that reflect differences in overall rates of

responding.  Therefore, the greater the slope of a celeration line’s relation to the x axis, the

greater the overall rate of responding over time.  The slope values for lines representing data on

the cumulative displays have been placed in a small table in each graph with a column title “IV”

for the level of the independent variable.  The value of the slope corresponding to each line is

displayed next to the abbreviated names of conditions of independent variable.

Master Clinician Cumulative Tacts of Mean Difference

MC-1

Figure 6 illustrates the rate of Master Clinicians’ tacting of mean differences, separated to

reflect the response of this category of behavior to the three features manipulated in Study 1.

The rate of tacting a difference in means was highest for graphs with that feature highly

prominent, but only slightly so when compared to those graphs with pronounced trend.  Figure 6

shows that this near similar rate of responding to graphs with highly prominent mean difference

and trend can be attributed in some part to an increase late in the course of the study.  When

variability was highly prominent, MC-1’s rate of tacting mean difference was comparatively

lower than the other two conditions.

MC-2

Figure 6 shows that when a difference in means was highly prominent, MC-2’s rate of

tacting mean difference was notably higher than when trend or variability were accentuated in

the stimulus graphs.
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Figure 6.  The figure depicts the cumulative number of responses emitted by Master Clinicians

that were scored as tacts of mean differences.
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Overall, the data collected from think aloud material demonstrated that for both the

Master Clinicians, rates of tacting differences in means was greatest when that particular

feature was highly prominent.  However, differences in rates of responding to the three types of

features were not sizable when compared to the differential tacting of the two other features (i.e.,

trend and variability).

Master Clinician Cumulative Tacts of Trend

MC-1

Figure 7 illustrates the rate of Master Clinicians’ tacting of trend, separated to reflect the

response of this category of behavior to the three features manipulated in Study 1.  The rate of

this behavior was highest for graphs with that feature highly prominent, but only slightly so for

those graphs with a pronounced mean difference and variability (in that order).

MC-2

When comparing MC-2’s rate of displaying tacts of trend in Figure 7 across the three

types of graphs, the rate of that behavior shows a considerable differential response.  The line of

best fit for data collected on MC-2’s tacting of trend has a much greater slope than the rates of

tacting trend when either graphs with highly prominent variability or mean differences were

presented to participants, the latter two being near equal at a comparatively minimal slope.

Overall, the data collected from think aloud material demonstrated that for both the

Master Clinicians, rates of tacting trend was greatest when that particular feature was highly

prominent. The differential rate of tacting trend was much larger for MC-2, although the slope of

the celeration line for MC-1’s data on tacting trends shows that he was most likely to display this

behavior when that feature was accentuated.
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Figure 7.  The figure depicts the cumulative total of responses emitted by Master Clinicians that

were scored as a tact of trend.
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Master Clinician Cumulative Tacts of Variability

MC-1

Figure 8 illustrates the rate of Master Clinicians’ tacting of variability, separated to reflect

the response of this category of behavior to the three features manipulated in Study 1.  MC-1’s

rate of tacting variability was highest for graphs with that feature highly prominent, but only

slightly so for those graphs with pronounced trend.

On Figure 8, the slope values that correspond to rates of tacting variability were

comparatively higher overall than that of trend and variability as presented in Figure 6 and

Figure 7.  This suggests that MC-1 was highly likely to respond to any stimulus graph, regardless

of feature, with at least some tacts of variability.  MC-1’s lowest slope value for tacting

variability was 0.3010 for graphs with highly prominent mean differences.  This value was

higher than any of the slope values for MC-1’s tacts of trend or tacts of mean difference (see

Figures 6 and 7).  This suggests that tacting variability is an overall critical behavior when

performing visual analysis of functional assessment data for MC-1, regardless of the type of

stimuli presented.

MC-2

Figure 8 shows that MC-2’s rate of tacting variability when that feature was highly

prominent was much greater than for graphs with an accentuated amount of mean difference or

trend. Similar to MC-1, MC-2’s rate overall for tacting variability was considerably greater when

compared to the value of slopes for data collected on tacts of mean difference or trend.  This

implies that regardless of graph type represented, MC-2 was likely to engage in tacts of that

feature.  However, Figure 8 does illustrate that MC-2’s highest rate of tacting variability was still

highest for graphs in which that feature was highly prominent.

Overall the Master Clinicians’ think aloud data demonstrates a moderate differential

response to the three types of features rotated in graphs presented to the participants.  However,

the slope values for tacts of variability in each of the three conditions are very high when

compared to that of tacts of differences in mean or trend.  This suggests that regardless of the

type of graph presented, tacting variability is highly likely to occur and is of considerable

importance to advanced data analysts when judging graphic displays.
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Figure 8.  The figure depicts the cumulative number of responses emitted by Master Clinicians

that were scored as tacts of variability.
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Master Clinician Cumulative Intraverbals

MC-1

Figure 9 illustrates the rate of Master Clinicians’ intraverbal responding, separated to

reflect the response of this category of behavior to the three features manipulated in Study 1.

Over the course of the study, the rate of this behavior for MC-1 was somewhat higher for graphs

with variability highly prominent, but only slightly more so than graphs with pronounced trend

and mean difference (in that order).  Therefore, MC-1’s rate of displaying intraverbal responses

in Figure 9 across the three types of graph features manipulated did not show a noteworthy

differential response to any one particular type of graph.

MC-2

Figure 9 shows that MC-2’s rate of displaying intraverbals appeared to be highest for

graphs with highly prominent variability.  While this behavior was initially occurring at a low

rate, the slope of the celeration line for data from graphs with highly prominent variability

increases with graph 46 and afterward.  Over the course of the study, it appears MC-2

demonstrated very similar rates of intraverbal responses across the three types of features

manipulated until graph #46.  At that point, MC-2’s rate of intraverbal behaviors experienced a

two-fold shift, increasing when variability was highly prominent and stabilizing to a decreased

rate when trend and differences in mean were highly prominent.  Review of the protocol analysis

data for these graphs indicates that for graphs with highly prominent variability, MC-2 engaged

in a high rate of estimating individual scores on graphs in order to generate approximated means

for the two conditions represented on stimulus materials.  MC-2 appeared to cease this strategy

over the course of the study.  While it is not entirely clear why this shift occurred in MC-2’s

behavior, it is possible that this method for generating averages was time and energy consuming

and did not provide meaningful information.  However, this is not reflected specifically in the

content of the think aloud information and is therefore purely speculation.

Overall, the Master Clinicians’ rate of intraverbal behaviors did not show uniform

differential response patterns that would suggest one type of graph in particular set the occasion

for this type of response.  While it is evident in Figure 9 that MC-1’s rate of intraverbal

responses declined near the end of the study, MC-2’s rate conversely increased.
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Figure 9.  The figure depicts the cumulative display of intraverbal responses emitted by Master

Clinicians.
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Master Clinician Cumulative Time-on-Task

In Figure 10, it is apparent that MC-1 spent about equal time across the three types of

features when judging the graphed data.  There are some exceptions, such as in graph number16.

Overall, MC-1 appeared to approach the graphs with little noteworthy difference in time spent

reaching a decision toward any one type.

Figure 10 shows that MC-2’s time spent judging graphs was relatively equal for graphs

with highly prominent mean difference and trend.  However, the data display also shows that

MC-2 spent a greater overall amount of time reaching conclusions for graphs where variability

was highly prominent.

Over the course of Study 1, MC-1 did not appear to dedicate more time to judging graphs

with any one specific type of feature manipulated.  However, MC-2’s data does illustrate a

distinctly higher overall amount of time spent with graphs with highly prominent variability.

Review of Information from Cumulative Displays of Master Clinician Data

A pattern that is evident from examining each the rates of responding to the three types of

features is the degree of differential responses of MC-1 and MC-2.  With the exception of

intraverbal responses, MC-2 demonstrated more polarized responses to features.  For example,

when viewing the data collected on tacting of trend, it is apparent that MC-1 engaged in a greater

rate of this behavior when that feature was highly prominent, but only slightly so when compared

to his response to graphs with trend and variability highly prominent.  In contrast, the visual

display as well as the slope values for MC-2’s tacting of trend when that feature was highly

prominent is much larger than when the other two features were accentuated.  Therefore, it

appears that the three features exerted a stronger amount of antecedent stimulus control over the

verbal behavior of MC-2 when compared to that of MC-1.

A review of the cumulative displays of tacting behaviors illustrates no unexpected

patterns, such as if a distinctly higher rate of tacting trend was demonstrated by Master

Clinicians when differences in means were highly prominent.  Rather, the data generally shows

that when a feature was accentuated, the Master Clinicians tacted them to a greater degree over

the course of the study.  However, it is interesting to note that similar differential responses did

not emerge in the data collected on intraverbal responding or time-on-task.
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each stimulus graph.
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Graphic Display of Master Clinician Within-Session Data from Think Aloud Responding

Behavior patterns captured with protocol analysis must be assessed from a within-session

perspective to understand how the two Master Clinicians approached the task of visually

analyzing the functional assessment data.  In order to identify functional relations between

participant behaviors, the segmented and scored data has been graphed in a modified scatter plot

fashion referred to as “protocol diagrams.”

The protocol diagrams employed in the present study differed from conventional scatter

plot displays that employ ordinal numbers for values on a graph’s y axis.  To illustrate the

contiguous relations of scored segments, a nominal data system was incorporated to plot the

scores of individual segments in a hierarchy along the y axis.  The order of the target definition

categories, from the top of a protocol diagram’s y axis downward, was arranged as follows:

intraverbal decision, intraverbal assessment, autoclitic, tact of trend, tact of variability, and tact

of mean difference.  These categories of responses were connected with dashed lines to display

the order that responses occurred.  The responses scored as “mand” (requests), “textual” (reading

written material), or “other” were also plotted on the y axis (in that order), but were not

connected by a dashed line as they were not directly useful to achieving the goals of the present

research.  However, these latter types of responses were included on the protocol diagrams to

preserve an accurate representation of within-session subject performance on the x axes.  The x

axes of protocol diagrams correspond to the segment number for each of the transcripts of

vocalizations.  For all protocol diagrams, all x axes are on a scale of 1 to 75.  To accommodate

five instances when participant verbal responding produced more than 75 segments for a single

trial, omission of responses scored as “other” was performed.  This is evident on the scatter

graphs where solid line breaks in the “other” region of individual scatter plots are accompanied

by a number to indicate how many “other” responses were removed.

The order of thinking behaviors can be observed in at least two ways.  If questions arise

about events within a single trial, the diagram can demonstrate the steps a participant followed to

reach a decision.  Second, the arrangement of multiple protocol diagrams together permits a

more comprehensive inspection of patterns in participant behavior.  For example, protocol
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diagrams representing the data from all trials in which variation was pronounced can be placed

together to determine if any common patterns are apparent.

When Master Clinicians’ final decisions for a graph did not match, the corresponding

protocol diagram are labeled “Dis” to indicate that a disagreement occurred.  In addition, the

Master Clinicians’ selections of “differentiated” or “not differentiated” are reported by the

addition of “D” or “ND” next to a mark of “Dis” on the chart.  No such marks means that the two

participants’ final decisions for a stimulus graph agreed with each other.

How Master Clinicians approach the task of visually analyzing graphed data

Within-Session Data from Graphs with Accentuated Differences in Means

Master Clinician disagreement was highest when judging graphs with highly prominent

mean differences.  In reviewing their final decision percentages in combination with the

corresponding protocol diagrams, two important patterns emerge.  First, when disagreements

occurred, MC-1 always decided the data were not differentiated while MC-2 indicated that the

same set were differentiated.  Figure 11and Figure 12 illustrate that when this is the case, MC-1

either tacted trend or variability to the exclusion of mean differences.  When MC-1 did tact mean

differences under these circumstances, it followed tacting and discussing one of the other two

features.  A review of the protocol diagrams in Figures 13 and Figure 14 demonstrates that MC-2

followed this pattern somewhat, but differed by occasionally tacting mean differences first and

sometimes repeatedly.  In summary, the disagreement between the Master Clinicians when

viewing graphs with a pronounced mean difference appears attributable to MC-1 focusing upon

features other than mean differences (even though that feature was highly pronounced) and

reaching different conclusions about the significance of these minor, yet still visible features.

The magnitude of these features were relatively small, but for MC-1, their ultimate relevance to

the overall decision of differentiation was unlike that of MC-2.
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Figure 11.  The figure depicts MC-1’s data from sessions with accentuated mean difference.

Unit numbers are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Figure 12.  The figure depicts MC-1’s data from sessions with accentuated mean difference.

Unit numbers are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Figure 13.  The figure depicts MC-2’s data from sessions with accentuated mean difference.

Unit numbers are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Figure 14.  The figure depicts MC-2’s data from sessions with accentuated mean difference.

Unit numbers are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Within-Session Data from Graphs with Accentuated Trend

The agreement between the two Master Clinicians when viewing graphs with highly

prominent trend was 79.2%, their highest percentage.  Figure 15 and Figure 16 shows that MC-1

was successful, on the whole, in identifying trend when highly prominent, but differed by

making a decision based on the presence of variability.  In the content of the protocol data for

one of the graphs in which treatment data were on a steadily increasing trend, MC-1 disregarded

this pattern, asserting that the graphed data were not stable at all and made his decision upon the

presence of that secondary feature.  This highlights MC-1's apparent greater sensitivity to

variability as evidenced by his pattern of tacting that feature and responding to it by concluding a

graph’s data were not differentiated.  Figure 17 and Figure 18 shows that MC-2 correctly

identified this feature when present, but also tacted mean difference and variability heavily when

viewing this category of graph and elected to make the decision based on mean differences.
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Figure 15.  The figure depicts MC-1’s data from sessions with accentuated trend. Unit numbers

are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Figure 16.  The figure depicts MC-1’s data from sessions with accentuated trend. Unit numbers

are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Figure 17.  The figure depicts MC-2’s data from sessions with accentuated trend. Unit numbers

are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Figure 18.  The figure depicts MC-2’s data from sessions with accentuated trend. Unit numbers

are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Within-Session Data from Graphs with Accentuated Variability

The Master Clinicians’ decision agreement for graphs with highly prominent variability

achieved an inter-rater agreement percentage of 75%.  A review of scatter plot data in Figure 19

and in Figure 20 corresponding to individual instances of disagreement for this category of

stimuli show that MC-1 tacted variability first and to the exclusion of other types of features and

returned a decision of not differentiated.  Figure 21 and Figure 22 illustrate that MC-2 also tacted

this feature first and repeatedly, but then returned a decision of differentiated.  This would appear

to indicate that while the two Master Clinicians did not diverge on identifying variability when

present, they applied different standards for the interpretation of this feature toward the overall

decision of the treatment and control data’s differentiation.

Study 1 Summary

The three features present within the stimulus graphs produced differential patterns of

responding, but the Master Clinicians did not always agree in their final decisions.  Within-

session data patterns indicated that disagreements between the advanced analysts were more

likely due to their application of different standards for evaluation.
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Figure 19.  The figure depicts MC-1’s data from sessions with accentuated variability. Unit

numbers are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Figure 20.  The figure depicts MC-1’s data from sessions with accentuated variability. Unit

numbers are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Figure 21.  The figure depicts MC-2’s data from sessions with accentuated variability. Unit

numbers are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Figure 22.  The figure depicts MC-2’s data from sessions with accentuated variability. Unit

numbers are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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CHAPTER 4

STUDY 2 METHOD

The purpose of this study was to determine if novices, when looking at graphs with one

feature emphasized, would give differential verbal responses to those features in baseline and

how they would respond after instruction.

Participants and Setting

For Study 2, two individuals were recruited as novice participants.  Both of these

volunteers had some experience in viewing graphed data from college courses, but minimal

experience in viewing graphs of assessment data.  These participants were assigned the

identification codes Nov-1 and Nov-2.  All experimental sessions with novices were conducted

in a 10’ by 10’ laboratory room at The Department of Psychology at The Florida State

University.

Apparatus

The same equipment employed in Study 1 was also used for Study 2 in precisely the

same manner.  In addition, Study 2 included an intervention that necessitated 3-ring binders

filled with textual information, dividers, and datasheets.

Materials

Charts Used as Antecedent Stimuli

The same 72 stimulus graphs used in Study 1 were presented to the novice participants in

the same exact order.  In addition, graphs that were not used in the main experiment were

employed in the training-based intervention provided to novices in Study 2.  The novices in

Study 2 viewed graphs and were asked to indicate if data representing a treatment condition were

differentiated from data representing a control condition.  Just as with the Master Clinicians in

Study 1, “Differentiated” was explained to the novices as occurring when data representing a
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treatment condition appeared to be significantly and consistently higher than data graphed for

its counterpart control condition.

Dependent Variables

The same dependent variables arranged for Study 1 were also measured in precisely the

same manner in Study 2.

Independent Variable

As in Study 1, the manipulation of three potential visual features in stimulus graphs

constituted an independent variable designed to ascertain the effects of these features upon the

three measures of novice performance. The provision of instruction to Novices on feature

identification and evaluation constituted the second independent variable of Study 2.  While

instruction was provided to Novice participants, information was recorded about choices each

made during individual exercises as well as time involved in each sub-phase.  A in-depth

synopsis of this information is provided in Appendix F.  The impact of the intervention upon

Novice ability to tact graphed features and discuss them is illustrated in post intervention data

presented on cumulative displays and protocol diagrams of within-session data in the same

manner as Study 1.

Procedure

Step one:  Participant Recruitment and Establishment of Confidentiality

For Study 2, novices were initially contacted at a presentation about the current study at

an advanced psychology course in applied behavior analysis.  Volunteers were requested at the

end of the presentation.  As in Study 1, confidentiality was maintained by means of assigning an

identity code applied to all materials requiring written identification of a participant.

Novices began the experiment by reading and signing an informed consent form (see

Appendix A).  After informed consent was obtained from a participant, he or she was briefed on

the nature of the experimental task and how data in an alternating-treatments design are gathered

and graphed.
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Step Two: Training Participants to “Think Aloud”

In the first session, participants were prepared for thinking aloud under experimental

conditions by completing a warm-up task in precisely the same manner as described in Study 1.

Step Three: Data Collection with Participants Judging Graphed Data

After completing the initial warm-up, novices were presented stimulus graphs with the

direction to decide if the displayed data of treatment and control conditions were differentiated.

The presentation of stimuli, the prompts to indicate decisions, and the audio recording of think

aloud responding were conducted in precisely the same manner as procedures for these activities

in Study 1.

Step Four:  Instruction-Based Intervention for Novices

Novices were provided with an instruction-based intervention designed to increase their

capacity to a) identify important features present in graphs and b) respond to those identified

features with applicable terms (e.g., “but the trend is heading downward”) when judging graphs.

Intervention Phase I

Both novices were provided with a three-ring binder that contained 138 pages of material.

However, materials for phases II, III, and IV were not present in the binder during Phase I to

prevent the novices from prematurely reviewing and analyzing those materials.  For Phase I,

novices were guided through a 30-min tutorial of visual interpretation drawn from written

materials.  Next, novices were asked to take a short quiz regarding the material covered prior to

ensure their competence in the subject matter.  Finally, the participants were shown 15 sample

graphs and asked to identify the most prominent of the three types of features potentially present

in each graph.  Overall, Phase I took each individual novice approximately 60-min to complete.

Intervention Phase II

Novices were shown 25 graphs and asked to apply their training in feature identification

to select the most prominent feature present in each graph.  Novices were then informed whether

they scored correctly or not.

Consensus graphs that were not used for the main part of the Studies 1 and 2 were

employed in Phase II of the training intervention.  The most pronounced features, as designated
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by unanimity of the Pre-Study Master Clinician ratings, were employed as the answer key.

Phase II took approximately 30-min for each novice to complete.

Intervention Phase III

Ambiguous graphs that were not used for the main part of Study 1 and Study 2 were

employed for Phase III.  Novices were asked to identify the most prominent feature and the

second most prominent feature.  Novice responses were then compared to the ratings of the Pre-

Study Master Clinicians.  If a novice’s answer was an exact match, straightforward verbal praise

was delivered (e.g., “correct, that is a match”).  If the two most prominent features were correctly

identified, but in the wrong order, the novice was informed that this was the case.  The

experimenter then asked the novice to indicate what feature(s) of the graph that led to their

conclusion.  The experimenter then indicated the features of the graph that would lead to a

matching answer.  Any other errors would result in the same feedback as just described, but with

the appropriate information regarding the correct answer.  For example, if a novice stated that a

graph’s most prominent feature was trend with mean difference the second most prominent

feature, where the correct answer was mean difference with a second feature of variation.  The

experimenter said, “Mean difference is present, but as the most prominent feature with variation

identified as the second most prominent.”  This continued until the trainee viewed all 87 graphs

available for this portion of the study. Both novices viewed all 87 graphs available for this

portion of the study.  Phase III of took 90-min spread over three days.

Intervention Phase IV

For Phase IV of the training-based intervention, the same ambiguous graphs used in

Phase III were again employed.  Graphs representing specific features as directed by the

selections of the Pre-Study Master Clinicians were matched with intraverbal responses available

from Master Clinicians.  The novices were presented with these graphs along with four other

choices of phrases taken from Master Clinician data.  Novices were asked to select the response

which best described the features in the graph.  If the novice selected the response that matched

the one taken from Master Clinician data, they were provided with specific verbal praise.  In the

event of a novice selecting a response that did not match that of a Master Clinician, the novice

was asked to demonstrate what features lead them to select their chosen phrase for that graph.
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Feedback was provided as to how the phrase would not fit the graph, what the correct choice

was, and how the correct answer fit the features available.  Phase IV was completed by each

participant in a single session.  To complete Phase IV, Nov-1 took approximately 75-min and

Nov-2 took approximately 100-min respectively.

Assessing Dependent Variable Reliability

Occurrence agreement methodology was employed in Study 2 in precisely the same

manner as Study 1 to assess the reliability of the segmenting method, application of the target

definitions for think aloud protocols, and measurement of time-on-task.  The same individuals

who served as primary and secondary observers in Study 1 also scored and checked the

reliability of data collection methods.

Each novice viewed and discussed 72 graphs (i.e., 12 sets of six graphs).  As there were

two participants in Study 2, 144 collections of text required segmenting into units for analysis

according to target definitions.  The second observer, to assure reliability of the method,

segmented 54 of those groupings, or 37.5% of all raw text files from Study 2.  This yielded an

average inter-observer reliability percentage for this measure of 89.9%.

Each participant in Study 2 viewed and discussed 72 graphs (i.e., 12 sets of six graphs).

As there were two novices in Study 2, 144 collections of segmented text required scoring

according to the target definitions.  The second observer, to assure reliability of applying the

definitions, scored 52 of those groupings, or 36.1% of segmented text files.  This yielded an

average inter-observer reliability percentage for target definition application of 88.5%.

Novices each viewed and discussed 72 graphs (i.e., 12sets of six graphs).  As there were

two participants in Study 2, 144 measurements of time-on-task required scoring by the second

observer to assure its reliability.  36 of these measurements of time-on-task, or 25% of

opportunities, were scored.  This yielded an average inter-observer reliability percentage for this

measure of 94.4%.

Research Design

The rotation of three types of graphs that occurred in the Main Experiment produced an
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alternating-treatments design (Hayes & Barlow, 1979).  The arrangement of graph packets in an

alternating presentation to participants allowed for an analysis of the effect of the three features

on the final decisions, verbal behavior, and time-on-task of each participant.

In addition, Nov-1 received training in visual analysis after his exposure to the first 18

graphs and Nov-2 received the same training, but after 36 graphs were shown.  This produced a

multiple-baseline design across the novices designed to illustrate the impact of the training on

dependent measures.
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CHAPTER 5

STUDY 2 RESULTS

Effects of Graphical Features and Instruction in Visual Analysis Skills on Novice Behaviors

The present chapter reports the effects of presenting graphs with three distinct types of

visual features as well as an instruction-based intervention upon dependent measures of Novice

behaviors.  The first section examines the percent agreement of the participants’ final decisions.

The second section examines the overall rates of participant behaviors from think aloud

protocols as well as time-on-task using cumulative graphing displays.  Finally, within-session

patterns of the protocol analysis data are presented in the modified scatter-plot format previously

labeled in Study 1 as “protocol diagrams.”  This within-session data is examined for additional

information about the impact of the intervention upon Novice behavior patterns.

Percentages Agreement of Novice Decisions with Master Clinician Determinations

Overall, the agreement of Novice final decisions with instances of Master Clinician

unanimous determinations improved following the instruction-based intervention.  Nov-1’s

overall percent agreement with the Master Clinicians’ judgments before intervention was 71.4%,

improving to 75.6% following application of the intervention.  Nov-2’s conclusions’ overall

percent agreement with the Master Clinicians’ judgments before intervention was 81.4%,

improving to 91.6% after intervention.  The agreement percent Master Clinician decisions and

that of the of Novices, both before and after their completion of the intervention, are examined

separately according to feature type with the analyses of within-session data.

Graphic Display of Novice Data in Cumulative Format

As in Study 1, data from think aloud protocols as well as time-on-task are presented in

cumulative format to illustrate the Novices’ overall rates of responding across baseline and

intervention phases.  Examining the data in this manner is intended to show any differential

effects of manipulating the three features contained in stimulus graphs in combination with the

instruction-based intervention on Novice patterns of behavior.
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Novice Cumulative Tacts of Mean Difference

Nov-1

Figure 23 shows that before intervention, Nov-1 engaged in rates of tacting mean

differences in a fairly uniform rate toward all three types of stimuli presented.  Following

intervention, the rate of tacting mean differences across the three types of stimuli did not shift

noticeably.  The slope values for tacting mean differences when that feature and when variability

was accentuated indicates Nov-1’s overall rate of this response category decreased somewhat

after the intervention.  In contrast, tacting differences in means remained near constant when

graphs with highly prominent trend were presented to Nov-1.

In sum, Nov-1’s data suggests that before intervention, he tacted mean differences at near

equivalent rates regardless of what type of graph feature was presented.  This pattern did not

shift after intervention in a manner that would indicate an overall higher rate of tacting of mean

differences when that feature was accentuated like the Master Clinician behavior.

Nov-2

Figure 23 shows that before intervention, Nov-2 engaged in rates of tacting mean

differences at a fairly uniform rate when variation and mean differences were pronounced.  The

rate of tacting mean differences was somewhat higher when graphs with pronounced trend were

presented for consideration.  After intervention, Nov-2’s rate of tacting mean differences did

show a slight increase in the rate of this behavior, but this increase also occurred when trend was

highly prominent.
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Figure 23.  The figure depicts the cumulative number of responses emitted by Novices that were

scored as tacts of mean differences.
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In sum, the intervention appeared to have two discernable effects.  Nov-2’s post-

intervention tacting of mean differences increased slightly when that feature was present in

stimulus graphs.  When variability was highly prominent, Nov-2’s rate of tacting mean

differences decreased enough to produce a noticeable difference between the data from trials

using graphs with highly prominent mean differences versus highly prominent variability.

However, Nov-2’s post-intervention rate of tacting mean differences also increased when she

was presented graphs with accentuated trend.

The intervention did not appear to produce a change in the Novices’ rates of tacting

mean differences in a manner that likened their response patterns to that of the Master

Clinicians.  However, the two Novices were engaging in rates of this response category before

the intervention that was comparatively higher than their display of the other two types of tacts

(i.e., trend and variability).  Therefore, noting a measurable change that would be indicative of a

shift in response patterns to that of the Master Clinicians would be otherwise fairly limited.

Novice Cumulative Tact of Trend

Nov-1

Figure 24 shows that before intervention, Nov-1 engaged in rates of tacting trend in a

fairly uniform rate toward all three types of stimuli presented to him, with a total absence of the

behavior when graphs with highly prominent trend and variability were presented.  Following

intervention, the rate of tacting trend did not increase until his first display of that behavior in

graph number 34, after which Nov-1 displayed tacts of trend at a fairly steady, increased rate

when that feature was highly prominent.  Compared to his baseline performance, Nov-1’s rate of

tacting trend when graphs with either mean difference or variability highly pronounced remained

relatively unchanged.  It is difficult to attribute the change in Nov-1’s tacting of trend entirely to

his participation in the instruction on visual analysis as the change in his behavior was delayed.

However, what remains clear is that he never displayed this response when trend was in the

baseline graphs with accentuated trend.
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Figure 24.  The figure depicts the cumulative total of responses emitted by Novices that were

scored as a tact of trend.
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In sum, the impact of the intervention on Nov-1’s rate of tacting trend was to increase it

in a manner that resulted in its differential response when compared to the rate of that behavior

when graphs with either variability or differences in means were highly prominent.  Therefore, it

appears the intervention did assist Nov-1 increase the rate of tacting trend in a manner that

approximates that of the Master Clinicians.

Nov-2

Before intervention, Nov-2 engaged in rates of tacting trend somewhat uniformly across

all three types of graphs, although the slope of the line of best fit for that category was slightly

greater in baseline.  Following intervention, her rate of tacting trend when that feature was

present increased sharply as evident in the slope of the celeration line for that condition in Figure

24.  In contrast, Nov-2’s rates of tacting trend when either mean difference or variability was

highly prominent increased some, but not to the extent that this behavior accelerated after

intervention when graphs with highly prominent trend were presented.

In sum, the impact of the intervention upon Nov-2’s tacting of trend was to produce a

differential response pattern in which graphs with highly prominent trend evoked a higher rate of

that behavior as compared to graphs with highly prominent mean differences or variability.

Overall, the intervention appears to have produced increases in Novice tacting of trend

that approximates the differential response patterns evident in Master Clinician data.

Novice Tacting of Variability

Nov-1

Figure 25 shows that Nov-1 engaged in no tacts of variability in baseline when graphs

with each type of the three features were presented.  This pattern did not change immediately

after intervention, instead showing a delayed effect in which the behavior began after his

assessing graph #32.  Therefore, the impact of the intervention upon Nov-1’s rate of tacting

variability was to increase its occurrence when graphs with that feature were presented.
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Figure 25.  The figure depicts the cumulative number of responses emitted by Novices that were

scored as a tact of variability.
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Interestingly, Nov-1’s post-intervention data show a differentiation across the three

alternating conditions that approximate that of the Master Clinicians, with the highest rate of

tacting variability evident when that feature was highly prominent.  Therefore, the effect of the

intervention on Nov-1’s tacting of variability was to produce a differential response pattern

similar to that of advanced visual analysts from Study 1.

Nov-2

Figure 25 shows that before intervention, Nov-2 engaged in rates of tacting variability at

low rates, with graphs with highly prominent trend producing a slightly higher rate.  After

intervention, the rate of tacting variability increased sharply as evidenced by the slope of the

celeration line superimposed over the data for that condition in Figure 25.  As a result, the impact

of the intervention for Nov-2’s rates of tacting variability was to increase its occurrence when

graphs with that feature as well as differences in means were presented, with the greatest

increase occurring for graphs with highly prominent variability.

Taken as a whole, the data collected on tacting of variability shows that the intervention

produced a similar overall increase in that behavior for both Novices, with the greatest shift

occurring for graphs with highly prominent variability.  For both Novices, the graphs of their

responses in this category illustrate an approximation to the patterns evidenced by the Master

Clinician’s in Study 1.

Novice Cumulative Intraverbals

Nov-1

Figure 26 shows that Nov-1 engaged in rates of intraverbal responses at near zero levels

in baseline, with a few instances occurring when graphs with highly prominent variability were

presented.  This pattern did not show an appreciable change after intervention, with the exception

of a few instances between Graphs 37 to 47.  Otherwise, the impact of the intervention upon

Nov-1’s rate of intraverbal responding was negligible.
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Figure 26.  The figure depicts the cumulative display of intraverbal responses emitted by

Novices.
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Nov-2

Figure 26 shows that before intervention, Nov-2 engaged in rates of intraverbal behavior

at a higher rate for graphs with highly prominent variability over the course of her baseline

phase.  After intervention, the rate of intraverbals when variability was highly prominent

declined slightly as evidenced by the decrease of the celeration line for that condition.  In

contrast, the rate of intraverbal responding increased from baseline to intervention for graphs

with highly prominent differences in means.  The rate of responses in this category remained

comparatively stable for graphs with highly prominent trend.

Overall, the impact of the intervention upon intraverbal behaviors was inconsistent

across both Novices.  As a result, it is difficult to provide a universal description of the impact of

the training.  This appears likely at least in some part to the Novices also exhibiting unequal

rates of tacts of nonverbal features contained in all graphs.  As intraverbal responses are

dependent in some part upon the prior occurrence of tact responses within the individual trials

for each participant, a cross-comparison of the impact of the intervention is difficult to achieve

for the present study.

Novice Cumulative Time-on-Task

Nov-1

Figure 27 shows that Nov-1’s time spent visually analyzing the graphed stimuli was

roughly equal in baseline.  After intervention, Nov-1 did not demonstrate a noticeable change in

the amount of time spent viewing and reaching a decision about the graphs.

Nov-2

Figure 27 shows that Nov-2’s time spent visually analyzing the graphed stimuli was

about equal across the 3 features in stimulus graphs in baseline and after intervention.

Overall, the intervention did not appear to substantially change the amount of time

Novices spent viewing and reaching conclusions about any of the three types of features

contained within the graphs used as stimuli in the present research.
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Figure 27.  The figure depicts the cumulative seconds per trial Novices spent viewing each

stimulus graph.
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Review of Information from Cumulative Displays of Novice Data

The cumulative graphs demonstrated the intervention to have had varied effects upon the

data collected on Novice behavior.  In some cases, such as with tacting of differences in mean,

both Novices were engaging in rates of this response category before the intervention that were

relatively higher than the other two types of tacts.  This is not surprising as estimating the

differences in averages of two sets of data displayed graphically is a basic skill that is not likely

to be absent in the repertoire of most Novices.  It is an ability that may be learned prior to

instruction in behavioral psychology or single-subject displays.  Therefore, any change after the

start of the intervention phase might be otherwise hard to detect.  In contrast, the Novices both

demonstrated low rates of tacting trend and variability when those features were highly

prominent in baseline.  Therefore, more detectable increases in the rates of responding after

intervention were possible.  The Novices both showed substantial increases in the rates of these

two categories after the intervention.

The intervention had inconsistent effects upon Novice display of intraverbal behaviors.

Furthermore, the intervention did not appear to have any apparent impact upon the amount of

time Novices spent viewing and reaching conclusions about any of the three types of features

contained within the stimulus graphs.

Graphic Display of Novice Within-Session Data from Think Aloud Responding

Similar to how the Master Clinicians’ data were explored in Study 1, the present section

examines Novice agreement patterns with protocol diagrams of the data collected via protocol

analysis.  The Novices’ individual decisions of differentiated or not differentiated are compared

only with instances in which the two Master Clinicians were unanimous.  The Novices’ protocol

diagrams are marked “yes” or “no” to indicate where their decisions did or did not match

unanimous decisions of the Master Clinicians.  All data from each category of stimulus graph are

presented together in pairs of figures that appear consecutively in the present section.  For Nov-

1, the intervention occurred after he completed three sets of six graphs in the main experiment.

As a result, a line labeled “Intervention” to indicate the point in his data where the two phases

diverge separates the graphs depicting his baseline data.  Nov-2 received the instruction-based
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intervention after completing six sets of graphs.  It follows that her baseline and intervention data

appear separately on the pairs of figures that contain her protocol diagrams of within-session

performance.  Nonetheless, the top of each of the second in these pairs of figures for Nov-2’s

data are marked with a line that is also labeled “Intervention” to clearly illustrate where the

change in phases of Study 2 occurred for Nov-2.

In review, previous studies have been limited in their ability to specifically explain why

their participants may have agreed or disagreed about the significance of effects in data displayed

graphically.  The protocol diagrams permit the examination of specific instances of participant

disagreement for patterns that illustrate how they approached the task.  The protocol diagrams in

Study 2 are evaluated for any discernable impact of the intervention not revealed in the

cumulative displays of the same data.  For example, no change in the average number of tacts of

a particular feature might have occurred after the intervention.  However, a noticeable change in

the order of feature identification might expose a relevant shift in how a participant approached

the task.

Intervention Effects on Novice Approach toward Graphs with Accentuated Mean Differences

Nov-1

Nov-1’s percent agreement regarding graphs with highly prominent mean differences

decreased from 100% in baseline to 77.8% following intervention.  In baseline, Nov-1 always

indicated that data were differentiated for graphs with highly prominent mean differences,

producing a percent agreement with Master Clinicians of 100%.  Corresponding protocol

diagrams of verbal behavior for Nov-1 in Figure 28 and Figure 29 depict equally homogeneous

response patterns: Nov-1 tacted the mean difference once and proceeded quickly to a decision.

Unfortunately, Nov-1’s data show the same pattern across the other two types of stimulus graphs.

After intervention, it is clear that Nov-1 maintained a high rate of tacting mean difference for

graphs when that feature was highly prominent, but his tacting of other more subtle features

contained within the graphs with highly prominent mean differences.  This pattern is similar to

that of the Master Clinicians, indicating that an effect of the intervention was to increase Nov-1’s

ability to identify minor trends and periods of variability present in the stimuli with highly

prominent mean differences.
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Figure 28.  The figure depicts Nov-1’s data from sessions with accentuated mean difference.

Unit numbers are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Figure 29.  The figure depicts Nov-1’s data from sessions with accentuated mean difference.

Unit numbers are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Nov-2

The percent agreement of Nov-2’s final conclusions with unanimous decisions of the

Master Clinicians was 87.5% in baseline for graphs with highly prominent differences in mean.

Figure 30 shows a total lack of tacting mean difference in Nov-2’s assessments of the first three

graphs with highly prominent differences in mean.   Therefore, Nov-2 approached the task of

judging graphs with highly prominent mean difference in baseline in a manner that was not

entirely accurate, but her conclusions still achieved 87.5% agreement with the unanimous

decisions of the Master Clinicians.  This agreement percentage for Nov-2 decreased slightly to

83.3% after intervention.  Overall, it does not appear that the intervention had a notable impact

on Nov-2’s rate of tacting mean differences.  This would appear to be attributable, at least in

part, to the fact that the Master Clinicians only agreed with each other for 58% of these types of

graphs.  The low degree of agreement of the advanced analysts from Study 1 left it unclear what

pattern or rate would be entirely representative and therefore a comparative standard for what the

impact of an intervention should be for Novices.

The importance of within-session data is clear when considering an important change in

Nov-2’s approach to graphs with highly prominent mean differences.  As illustrated in Study 1’s

protocol diagrams, MC tacting of mean differences when that feature was highly prominent may

not have been as critical as identifying other features that were smaller in size, but possibly

greater in relevance to reaching a final decision.  Nov-2’s protocol diagrams in Figure 30 show

baseline performance to involve tacting one feature and moving on to a decision.  After

intervention, Figure 31 shows Nov-2’s pattern of examining and discussing graphs shifted

toward tacting the presence of features other than just differences in means when that feature was

highly prominent.  This does indicate that an effect of the intervention was to produce a shift in

Nov-2’s responses that approximated the patterns of the Master Clinicians.  However, the impact

on the percent agreement of Nov-2’s final decisions is not entirely clear due to the absence of a

high rate of agreement between the conclusions of the Master Clinicians from Study 1 when

judging the same graphs.
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Figure 30.  The figure depicts Nov-2’s data from sessions with accentuated mean difference.

Unit numbers are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Figure 31.  The figure depicts Nov-2’s data from sessions with accentuated mean difference.

Unit numbers are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Intervention Effects on Novice Approach toward Graphs with Accentuated Trend

Nov-1

Information from agreement percentages combined with the within-session data depicted

in Figure 32 and in Figure 33 do not show a major change in how Nov-1 evaluated graphs with

highly prominent trend.  Nov-1’s protocol diagrams in Figure 32 and Figure 33 show that he

settled into a pattern of tacting that feature first when it was most pronounced, but not

consistently.

Before instruction in visual analysis was provided, Nov-1 appeared to assess all graphs in

a uniform manner: consistently tacting a mean difference once and then quickly deciding if the

data in the graphs were differentiated or not.  The intervention appears to have increased Nov-1’s

tacting the presence of trend when it was highly prominent.  However, Nov-1 tacted differences

in means and variability in the graphs with highly prominent trend.  Therefore, the protocol

diagrams illustrate that while there was an increase in Nov-1’s tacting of trend when that feature

was highly prominent, he often tacted the other two types of features as well, often in varying

order that does not demonstrate one consistent pattern.  While this is not completely contrary to

the performance of the Master Clinicians’ patterns when viewing the same graphs, it is not a

clear approximation either.
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Figure 32.  The figure depicts Nov-1’s data from sessions with accentuated trend. Unit numbers

are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Figure 33.  The figure depicts Nov-1’s data from sessions with accentuated trend. Unit numbers

are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Nov-2

The protocol diagrams in Figure 34 show that in baseline, Nov-2 tacted trend hardly at all

when that feature was highly prominent in the stimulus graphs.  However, just prior to receiving

training in visual analysis, Nov-2 tacted trend for the first time in graph 29 and three times for

graph 36 (along with four tacts of variability).  This conspicuous increase that occurred

immediately before introduction of the intervention hinders assertions that a change in Nov-2’s

data is entirely a result of the intervention.  Taken as a whole, there is a near absence of Nov-2

tacting trend when graphs with that feature were highly prominent in baseline.  Figure 35 shows

a consistent pattern in Nov-2’s display of that behavior after intervention.  The protocol diagrams

demonstrate that not only did Nov-2 tact trend more frequently; she often did so first before any

other feature.  However, there were five separate trials after intervention in which Nov-2 did not

tact trend, even though that feature was highly prominent.  In addition, like her post-intervention

shift toward graphs with highly prominent mean differences, Nov-2 did show a change for

graphs with accentuated trend after intervention in terms of tacting multiple features rather than

trend alone.  This appears to reflect that the impact of intervention on the manner in which Nov-2

approached graphs with highly prominent trend was not only to increase her overall rate of

tacting trend, but rather to increase her detection of other features that may have been smaller in

size, but still very relevant for reaching a decision about the differentiation of data in those

graphs.
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Figure 34.  The figure depicts Nov-2’s data from sessions with accentuated trend. Unit numbers

are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Figure 35.  The figure depicts Nov-2’s data from sessions with accentuated trend. Unit numbers

are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Intervention Effects on Novice Approach toward Graphs with Accentuated Variability

Nov-1

Figure 36 and Figure 37 depict a comparatively clear illustration of how Nov-1

approached the task in baseline and then after completing the intervention.  In the first six charts

of Figure 36, the total absence of tacts other than to differences in mean is evident.  While Nov-1

was evaluating graph number 33—fifteen graphs into his intervention phase—he displayed

multiple tacts of variability within that one trial.  Protocol diagrams in Figure 37 show that Nov-

1 engaged in tacts of variability close to first in order of feature identification, soon followed by

the remaining trials where that feature was the first to be tacted nearly every time (except for

graph #56).  Nov-1’s percent agreement with the Master Clinicians when assessing stimuli with

highly prominent variability improved from 33% in baseline to 50% after training.  This modest

improvement coincides with the shift in Nov-1’s pattern of tacting variability.
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Figure 36.  The figure depicts Nov-1’s data from sessions with accentuated variability. Unit

numbers are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Figure 37.  The figure depicts Nov-1’s data from sessions with accentuated variability. Unit

numbers are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Nov-2

Nov-2’s final decisions about graphs with highly prominent variability agreed with the

unanimous decisions of the Master Clinicians in 72.7% of opportunities during baseline.  This

improved to 100% agreement after intervention.  As shown in Figure 38, Nov-2’s approach in

baseline for judging graphs with highly prominent variability shows inconsistent patterns, from

not tacting variability at all to tacting that feature rapidly after being presented with a stimulus

graph from that category.  In fact, two of the three trials in which Nov-2 disagreed with the

Master Clinicians show that she tacted that feature first.  Therefore, it appears that Nov-2’s

disagreements appear attributable to her assessing of the implication of variability in a manner

not consistent with the Master Clinicians.  The three instances of disagreement in baseline

occurred when Nov-2 indicated that the data in graphs with highly prominent variability were

differentiated.  Figure 39 shows that after intervention, Nov-2 returned decisions of "not

differentiated" for graphs with this feature, with only one exception (i.e., Graph 46).  This

suggests that an effect of the intervention on Nov-2’s approach to the task was not only upon her

ability to tact variability accurately, but rather to interpret its presence as indicative of non-

differentiated data sets.  It is noteworthy that Nov-2’s conclusion regarding graph #46 matches

not only the decision of MC-2 (although not MC-1’s), but also the protocol diagrams for graph

46 from MC-2 (see Figure 22).  The protocol diagram of Nov-1’s assessment of that stimulus

shows a pattern of tacting variability and engaging in intraverbal responses that corresponds

greatly to that of MC-2 for the same graph.  In summary, the percent agreement of Nov-2’s final

decisions’ with corresponding Master Clinician determinations from Study 1 improved following

the intervention.  It appears that this occurred as a result of both her increased tacting of

variability when it was highly prominent as well as an increase in her response to the presence of

this feature as meaning a data set were not differentiated.
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Figure 38.  The figure depicts Nov-2’s data from sessions with accentuated variability. Unit

numbers are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Figure 39.  The figure depicts Nov-2’s data from sessions with accentuated variability. Unit

numbers are plotted along the x axis and target definitions are plotted on the y axis.
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Study 2 Summary

The three types of graphs produced minimal differential patterns of responding in

baseline, with mixed results appearing in the novices’ data following the instruction.

Agreements with expert correct decisions improved somewhat after the instruction, but not

dramatically.  Within-session data analyses illustrated a consistent shift in novice behavior

toward uniform feature identification and assessment.
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CHAPTER 6

STUDY 3 METHOD

The purpose of this study was to assess the uniformity of responses from Master

Clinician participants in a mailed survey regarding training methods and materials used in

acquiring visual analysis skills.

Participants

The addresses from members listed in The Association for Behavior Analysis

Membership Directory: 1999-2000 who held a doctoral degree for more than ten years from the

survey’s mailing date were entered into a Microsoft® Access database.  Members were omitted

from the database if they had previously had direct contact with a) the experimenter for purposes

related to carrying out the study and/or b) the graphs employed as stimulus material for the

study.  For example, persons who contributed assessment graphs and others who served as

volunteers for pilot research were excluded.

Materials

Apparatus

Large mailing envelopes were sent to each member of the mailing list database.  The

same materials were sent to each address.  These envelopes contained a cover letter, a set of

instructions, and a set of questions regarding visual analysis training research (a reproduction of

these materials is contained in Appendix G).  Nine graphs were also included with directions for

how to generate a final conclusion about whether the data in each graph were differentiated or

not.  The three features of interest in the present research were equally represented in the graphs

sent to participants.  A stamped, self-addressed envelope was also enclosed in each large, outer

envelope to facilitate participation and eliminate the cost of postage being passed on to

volunteers.
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Procedure

After all materials were gathered and sealed into packets ready for mailing, the Access©

database was employed to generate adhesive labels applied to the envelopes along with sufficient

postage for delivery.  Participants in Study 3 were directed by the instructions included in the

packet to view the enclosed graphs to determine if data representing a treatment condition were

differentiated from data representing a control condition.  “Differentiated” was explained in the

materials sent to the survey volunteers as occurring when data representing a treatment

condition appeared to be significantly and consistently higher than data graphed for its

counterpart control condition.  Participants were also asked to give brief answers to inquiries

about their educational experience in acquiring visual analysis skills.

Dependent Variables

Data were collected from responses in the following categories: decision regarding

differentiated or not differentiated for each of the nine enclosed graphs, number of courses taken

in visual analysis, style of instruction in visual analysis, texts used in learning visual analysis,

and free response reports of other texts not listed in the original questionnaire.

Independent Variables

Graphs sent to participants were arranged such that three representatives of the three

categories of stimulus features were included in each packet.  As a result, only one independent

variable was manipulated in Study 3: one type of three potential visual features in the graphic

displays.  The other materials sent for the purpose of gathering information on educational

experiences involved no manipulations to assess differential response on the part of the

volunteers.
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CHAPTER 7

STUDY 3 RESULTS

The Patterns of Respondents in Judging Graphs for Differentiation

As summarized in Table 3, 58 surveys were mailed and 29 were returned.  Two of the

responses were returned with a notice of defective addresses and 29 surveys were not returned in

any fashion.  Two of the respondents returned the materials unmarked with the exception of a

note that they did not support the collection of data in this fashion.  As a result, the answers from

25 respondents were available as data for analysis in Study 3.  The agreement between the

respondents regarding the differentiation of the nine mailed graphs is presented in Table 3.

Reviewing the determinations from the respondents in Table 3 shows that they produced

three distinct patterns in what was scored as differentiated and not differentiated.  The responses

to graphs with highly prominent variability show an almost unanimous scoring of these graphs as

not differentiated.  The only graph with an exception to this finding was graph number six in

which one participant indicated the data in the treatment and control conditions were

differentiated.  There was no writing on the returned graph to explain this disparity with the other

respondents.

Table 3.  The table displays whether respondents decided the data contained in graphs mailed in

the survey were differentiated or not.

Graph type

Number of returned graphs

scored as “Differentiated”

Number of returned graphs

scored as “Not-

Differentiated”

Mean Difference 25 0

Mean Difference 25 0

Mean Difference 25 0

Trend 2 23

Trend 25 0

Trend 9 15

Variability 0 25

Variability 1 24

Variability 0 25
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The graphs with a pronounced mean difference resulted in all participants indicating the

treatment and control data of these graphs were differentiated.  This finding would be predictable

as such graphs were largely absent trending and variation which might add complexity and;

therefore, produce disagreement. With clear numeric differences between the treatment and

control lines, an indication of “not differentiated” would most likely be the result of an atypical

method of analysis or an error of some form on the part of a respondent.

Responses to graphs with highly prominent trend showed the greatest amount of

inconsistency amongst the respondents.  While graph four from the survey demonstrated a

unanimous scoring as “differentiated,” graph two with highly prominent trend produced two

dissenters to the majority opinion of “not differentiated.”  Furthermore, graph nine yielded a near

even split of final determinations regarding the graphs, to which respondent number five did not

even indicate a decision.  Without explanatory marks on respondent number five’s datasheet, it is

possible that he or she made an error (e.g., not finding the graph in the packet).  However, it is

also possible that the respondent did not know how to score the graph and did not provide an

explanation, although this cannot be confirmed.  Any future mailed surveys should include a

mechanism to assure that all materials were either scored or reasons given if materials are left

blank (e.g., “I could not reach a clear conclusion”).

In sum, the results of the graph-scoring component of the mailed survey showed Master

Clinicians to be almost universally predisposed to score graphs with pronounced mean

differences as differentiated.  Conversely, a high degree of variability appears to result in a high

rate of scoring assessment data as “not differentiated.”  Trend might be considered a feature that

aids the visual analyst in making a determination and, in turn, produces a high degree of

agreement.  However, the results of the survey, while based on only three representative graphs

per condition, appear to indicate trend is a feature that degraded the agreement of visual analysts

when assessing the differentiation of treatment and control condition data from functional

analyses.
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Respondent reports of Instructional Styles and Texts used to learn Visual Analysis Skills

Table 4 reports the total responses to questions asked in the mailed survey regarding

instructional styles and texts used in learning how to perform visual analysis.  Table 4

demonstrates that Master Clinicians were trained using a variety of materials with no one text

dominating the responses.  Often, participants indicated that no texts were used.  However, it

should also be noted that some of the respondents are considered pioneers of applied behavior

analysis and received graduate instruction before written materials were organized for college

courses in behavioral psychology.

Table 4 depicts the results of asking the participants what form of instruction was

employed in their graduate education.  Equal amounts of direct and indirect (i.e., incidental)

teaching appear to dominate most graduate education in visual analysis skills.  The second most

selected choice was “none.”  Again, it should be noted that some of respondents may not have

had access to these types of courses or even agreement as to the use and appropriateness of

visual analysis had not been reached during their tenure as students.  Direct instruction and

indirect instruction appear to have been close to equally represented when only one style of

teaching was selected among the possible answers.  When the category “not applicable” was

checked, all respondents added on the questionnaire form that this format of data analysis was

not accepted, developed, or used during their academic training.

The final part of the questionnaire requested a listing of any additional texts that were

employed during their acquisition of visual analysis skills.  These texts, not included in the prior

set of books on research methods, are depicted in Table 4.  This last question produced a list of

additionally representative textbooks that may be considered if future canvassing of Master

Clinicians is to occur.  A highly favored source of material for how to conduct visual analysis

was Tactics of Scientific Research written in 1960 by Murray Sidman.  It should be recognized

that Sidman’s work has also been available for a longer period of time than the other texts

reported on by the respondents.  In addition, the same text is considered the original writing to

organize various single-subject research designs into one place and discuss how to use them.
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Table 4.  The table relates the information returned with the mailed survey regarding how the

participants received instruction in visual analysis, their indication of texts used as listed in the

mailed survey, and any other texts not mentioned in the survey that the respondents also used in

learning how to assess graphed data.

Method of

Teaching Count

Author(s) of texts

explicitly listed in survey Count

Author(s) of additional

texts not listed in survey Count

Not applicable 3

Richards, Richards, &

Ramasamy (1999) 1 Bailey (1977) 1

Incidental teaching 4 Miltenberger (1997) 3

Barlow, Hayes, & Nelson

(1984) 1

Direct Instruction 5

Poling, Method &

LeSage (1995) 3

Campbell and Stanley

(1963) 1

Equal direct and

indirect 8 Martin & Pear (1999) 5

Glass, Wilson &

Gottman (1984) 1

None 6

Cooper, Heron &

Heward (1987) 5 Herson & Barlow (1976) 1

Kratochwill & Morris

(1991) 6 Honig (1966) 1

Johnson & Pennypacker

(1993) 7 Miller (1974) 1

Kazdin (1998) 9 Reynolds (1975) 1

Barlow & Hersen (1984) 9

Sulzer-Azaroff & Mayer

(1977) 1

Sulzer-Azaroff & Mayer

(1991) 1

Tawney & Gast (1984) 1

Whaley and Malott

(1971) 2

Sidman (1960) 6

Study 3 Summary

The agreement of respondent decisions was highest for graphs with accentuated mean

differences, second highest for graphs with accentuated variability, and inconsistent for graphs

with accentuated trend, a pattern that was not parallel to that of the Master Clinicians in Study 1.

Respondents reported highly divergent approaches toward their acquisition of visual analysis

skills and training materials that they had used.
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CHAPTER 8

DISCUSSION

The roughly 25-year history of data-based studies of visual analysis has primarily

gathered data on the agreement of participant final decisions with each other or with statistical

analyses.  The present study sought to show the benefits of expanding that focus to examining

the complete process (i.e., critical thinking) that participants follow in reaching final decisions

about data that are depicted in graphed format.  The second objective of the present research was

to verify and document precisely what procedures were required to incorporate protocol analysis

in this way such that it was functional and adhered to the standards of behavioral research.

Effects of Independent Variables

Differential Impact of Manipulating Three Types of Features on Master Clinician Behavior

The presentation of three types of graph features clearly showed repeated, systematic

differential responses by the Master Clinicians in Study 1 to the independent variable: alternating

presentation of three features present in graphed data.  In addition, distinct amounts of

differential responses to such features were evident in the cumulative displays of think aloud

data.  MC-2 demonstrated more polarized tacting of features when they were highly prominent

as compared to the degree of differential responses showed by MC-1.  For example, when

viewing the data collected on tacting of trend, it was apparent that MC-1 engaged in a greater

rate of this behavior when that feature was highly prominent, but only slightly so when compared

to his response to graphs with trend and variability highly prominent.  In contrast, MC-2’s

tacting of trend when that feature was highly prominent was much larger than when the other

two features were accentuated.  Therefore, it appeared that the three features exerted a stronger

amount of antecedent stimulus control over the verbal behavior of MC-2 when compared to that

of MC-1.  The ability to compare the degree of differential response in feature identification

would appear to be an example of additional information available by employing protocol

analysis of participant behavior and analyzing it from a radical behavioral perspective.
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The greatest benefit of examining within-session data using protocol diagrams of Master

Clinician data appeared to be in understanding what accounted for disagreements in their final

decisions regarding the stimuli.  This was illustrated in the protocol diagrams that showed

relatively equal tacting of the same features that then were followed by intraverbal assessments

of those “feature identifications.”  Final decisions followed after the preliminary assessment and

returned disagreeing conclusions.  This shows that for some instances of visually analyzing

graphed data, Master Clinician feature identification could be parallel, but the Master Clinicians

performed subsequent assessments of such features differently.  For example, when viewing

graphs with a pronounced mean difference, MC-1 tacted trend and variability as well and

reached conclusions about the relevance of these comparatively minor features that differed from

MC-2.  The reasons that Master Clinicians disagreed would have otherwise been difficult to

pinpoint without the data generated by protocol analysis or examination of within-session

behavior patterns.

Differential Impact Three Types of Features and the Intervention on Novice Behavior

The cumulative graphs demonstrated the intervention to have had varied effects upon

Novice behavior.  Novices’ tacts of differences in mean before the intervention were relatively

higher than the other two types of tacts.  In contrast, the Novices both demonstrated low rates of

tacting trend and variability when those features were highly prominent in baseline.  Overall

rates of responding as represented in cumulative displays of the Novices’ think aloud data

illustrated more detectable increases in the rates of tacting trend and variability after intervention

when those features were highly prominent.

In baseline, it is clear that Nov-1 displayed a high rate of tacting mean difference when

graphs with a highly prominence of that feature were presented.  After intervention, evidence of

his tacting of other more subtle features contained within the graphs with highly prominent mean

differences emerged in the protocol diagrams.  This pattern was similar to that of the Master

Clinicians, indicating that an effect of the intervention was to increase Nov-1’s ability to identify

minor trends and periods of variability present in the stimuli with highly prominent mean
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differences.  This type of information would appear to have been unavailable without the

assistance of protocol analysis methods or within-session examinations of such data.

Within-session data showed an important change in Nov-2’s approach to graphs in

baseline and then after her completion of the intervention.  For example, for graphs with highly

prominent differences in means, Nov-2’s baseline performance was typified by tacting one

feature and moving rapidly to a decision.  After intervention, Nov-2’s patterns showed more

identification and assessment of features other than just differences in means.

Before instruction in visual analysis was provided, Nov-1 appeared to assess all graphs in

a uniform manner: consistently tacting the difference in means once and then quickly making a

decision.  The intervention appears to have increased Nov-1’s tacting the presence of trend when

it was highly prominent and also increased his tacts of small differences in means and variability

in the graphs with highly prominent trend.  Therefore, the protocol diagrams illustrate that while

there was an increase in Nov-1’s tacting of trend when that feature was highly prominent, he

often tacted the other two types of features as well.  Protocol diagrams also demonstrated that not

only did Nov-2 tact trend more frequently after intervention, she often did so before any other

feature.  Furthermore, Nov-2’s post-instruction approach toward graphs with highly prominent

trend was not only to tact that feature, but also other features that may have been smaller in size,

but still very relevant for reaching a decision about the differentiation of data in those graphs.

The protocol displays proved greatly informative in comparing how Nov-1 approached

graphs with highly prominent variability in baseline and then after completing the intervention.

Nov-1’s baseline illustrated a total absence of tacts other than to differences in mean (even

though variability was highly prominent).  Protocol diagrams showed an impact of the

intervention was to shift Nov-1’s display of tacts of variability close to first in order of feature

identification.  Nov-1’s percent agreement with the Master Clinicians when assessing stimuli

with highly prominent variability improved from 33% in baseline to 50% after training.  This

modest improvement coincides with the shift in Nov-1’s pattern of tacting variability as shown in

the protocol diagrams.  The percent agreement of Nov-2’s final decisions’ with corresponding

Master Clinician determinations from Study 1 improved following the intervention.  Protocol

diagrams illustrated that this occurred as a result of both her increased tacting of variability when
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it was highly prominent as well as an increase in her response to the presence of this feature as

meaning a data set were not differentiated.

While the intervention appears to have improved the Novices’ tacting skills, the data do

not establish whether the Novices’ intraverbal responding was more similar to that of advanced

visual analysts.  Furthermore, the intervention did not appear to have any apparent impact upon

the amount of time Novices spent viewing and reaching conclusions about any of the three types

of features contained within the stimulus graphs.

Jones et al. (1978) published one of the first reports comparing visual analysis with other

available data analysis systems (i.e., statistical analyses of the same data).  One of their most

important findings was that when variability was highly present in the data, agreement between

visual analysis and statistics agreed better.  Data from in the present study support this

conclusion.  The agreements between Master Clinician final decisions from Study 1 were greater

when variability was highly prominent, finding that a high degree of that particular feature meant

treatment and control data were not differentiated.  The results of Jones et al. (1978) and the

present study correspond in that extreme examples of features make it easier for the conclusions

of visual analysts to agree.  However, data from Study 1 indicated that the source of Master

Clinician disagreement was not in their identification of the presence of features, but rather in

apply differing standards for less extreme examples of such features.  Comparable data was not

reported in Jones et al. (1979), as they had not examined the steps followed by their participants,

relying on the implications of disagreement rates instead.  The additional information in the

present study on how participants respond differently while reaching their decision clearly

showed the advantage of including protocol analysis of participant performance of visual

analysis of graphed data.  This was made very clear by the protocol diagrams that showed how

Master Clinicians sometimes paid less attention to the most prominent feature in a graph than to

a more subtle feature that ultimately was more critical to the final decision issued about a graph.

The data collected by Ottenbacher (1990) was interpreted to mean that inter-rater

agreement was highest when mean differences were highly prominent in graphed data.

Furthermore, the presence of trending and variability were associated the greater amounts of

disagreement.  The results of the Study 1 demonstrated different resultant agreement percentages
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with the lowest being for graphs with highly prominent differences in their means.  The protocol

diagrams helped pinpoint the source of this disagreement as being due to the two Master

Clinicians not diverging when reaching a preliminary decision about the relevance of small

amounts of variability and trend that accompany highly prominent mean difference.  Therefore,

the present study showed that variability and trend reduced inter-rater agreement when these

features were relatively small in a stimulus graph with highly prominent mean difference.  This

also illustrated how adopting the current methods of data collection and display add useful

information to that available in earlier studies of visual analysis.

Hagopian et al. (1997) were successful in teaching their participants to apply a set of

structured criteria to analyze graphed data more uniformly as evidenced by an increase in the

agreement of their participants’ final decisions in their Study 1 and Study 3.  That study did not

systematically examine the skills that advanced visual analysts had to apply to make decisions.

Hagopian et al. (1997) reported no methods or replicable system for translating the expressed

strategies of their expert panel into an expert system that ultimately produced their structured

criteria.  Data from the present research indicate that these structured criteria may require

revision if they are to be adopted by data analysts.  Applying standards for how to interpret the

relevance of strong versus weak variability would be at least one addition necessary to make

their criteria representative of how visual analysis is performed.  The data collected in the present

study via protocol analysis illustrated that MC-1 and MC-2 appeared to apply different standards

for interpreting the importance of such features they otherwise identified in parallel fashion.

With only three experts on the panel of Study 2 in Hagopian et al. (1997) it appears likely that

their participants had developed different standards for feature interpretation, but no report was

made as to whether this occurred or how discrepancies were resolved.  However, Hagopian et al.

(1997) made a critical contribution to visual analysis research by attempting to increase

agreement between visual analysts when their preliminary of analyst agreement returned less

than desirable results.  Nevertheless, the data in the present study reveal that the content of the

structured criteria may not be entirely reflective of how visual analysis is performed by Master

Clinicians.
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With the aid of protocol analysis, Austin and Mawhinney (1999) found that experts

generated a greater quantity of verbal behavior than novices when judging graphically displayed

data.  They also found that experts said more about how individual data points in a graph relate

to the overall portrayal.  However, Austin and Mawhinney (1999) only analyzed their protocol

data in summary fashion.  That is, they presented totals for categories, but did not illustrate

overall rates or within session patterns.  The findings of the present study did show that under

some circumstances, Master Clinicians spoke more about certain graphs and features in those

graphs.  However, the data also showed that in some instances, advanced visual analysis

encompassed a quick recognition of a feature and an equally rapid decision.  This description of

advanced visual analysis over time would generate data with a pattern of less overall verbal

behavior.  It appears Austin and Mawhinney (1999) would have interpreted this as contrary to

the their data on what constitutes expert behavior.  For example, graphs with exceptionally high

amounts of variability often resulted in a unanimous decision that required little discussion by

the Master Clinicians.  Therefore, the results of the present study indicate that advanced visual

analysts did not generate more verbal behavior in all cases.  Instead, they sometimes

demonstrated lower rates of responding for some graphs (e.g., graphs with extreme differences in

means) and more for others (e.g., graphs with a combination of variability and mean difference).

It would be interesting to examine the within-session data from Austin and Mawhinney (1999) as

done in Studies 1 and 2 to see if similar response patterns were evident.

It appears reasonable to conclude that applying advanced skill levels always result in

“more” behavior.  Skinner’s Verbal Behavior (1957) states that one indication of response

strength is the quantity of verbal behavior (with intensity and speed also being other examples).

It follows that a decreased rate of responding would be interpreted as a weakening of that

behavior.  However, as seen in the results of the present study, a lower rate of discussing a set of

data may be indicative of advanced performance as well.

In review, a primary objective of present study was to expand the knowledge base

regarding how visual analysis of graphed data is performed.  Additionally, the present study was

designed to establish and document how to employ protocol analysis and radical behaviorist

perspective such that reliable data is generated on how all steps of visual analysis occur.  The
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pinpointing of individual patterns as well as the sources of disagreement shows that both goals

were met.  The methods employed in present study showed that that cognitive and behavioral

approaches to experimental study of human thinking could be combined in a practical and

beneficial manner.  The two approaches, often characterized as incongruous, appear to have

more to offer when carefully synthesized.  As discussed previously, if only time on task or final

decision data were explored, the presence of individual differences as well as important

consistencies across participants would have been overlooked.  This deeper level of analysis

appears to stem from using protocol analysis to assist in generating useful data and from using

behavioral perspectives on antecedent stimulus control and data presentation methods.  An

overall finding of the present research is that the magnitude of a feature is not directly related to

returning one type of decision or not.  The presence of small features on some occasion appeared

to determine a participant’s final decision more so than the highly prominent feature selected to

represent one of the three categories of features within graphed data.

The second objective of the present research was to establish how to determine if

combining the verbal behavior perspective, within-subject data analyses, and the direct

information gathered through protocol analysis could yield fresh insights into how visual

analysis is performed.  For the design of the present research, there were few precedents to

follow on how to explore in a practical way the lengthy participant texts of verbal behavior that

protocol analysis generated.  Even so, reliable methods for segmenting lengthy texts and

applying target definitions remained a prerequisite for gaining new insights into the performance

of visual analysis.  More of these types of studies are needed to further establish the current

framework’s ability to illustrate differential response patterns that represent the expert system of

visual analysis.  Until that is achieved, these methods will have only negligible amounts of data

that show their reliability and benefits.
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Summary of Responses to Mailed Survey

Regarding the mailed survey, a wide range of instructional styles and written materials in

the graduate instruction of behavior analysts was reported.  After a greater knowledge base

regarding visual analysis is achieved, it would appear interesting to examine each of the texts and

styles for congruence with what the data suggests are the important skills to teach and how they

should be instructed.

Implications for Current Practitioners

For behavior analysts who must rely upon visual analysis to evaluate assessment data or

the status of treatment plans selected for the people they serve, the preliminary findings of the

present study offer information that may be immediately used in their everyday interpretations of

graphed data.  Variability in graphed data should be accurately described and assessed for

relevance to whatever objective a graph is intended to achieve rather than overlooking it in favor

of more easily identified and discussed features, such as trend and mean difference.  The Master

Clinicians’ data clearly show that even comparatively small variability is relevant in reaching a

conclusion about the differentiation of graphed data.  The percent agreement of Master

Clinicians decisions was lowest for graphs with highly prominent mean difference when

compared to graphs with accentuated trend or variability.  This also should prompt visual

analysts to examine what rules they apply when they consider the implications of comparatively

smaller features in graphs.

Limitations of the Present Research’s Findings

The generality of the present research’s findings to the greater population of visual

analysts would appear limited by several factors.  The present research recruited a total of four

volunteers, two Master Clinicians and two Novices.  Therefore, how representative the data are

of visual analysis of functional assessment data is unknown.  The choice for this comparatively

small representation was based on an inability to anticipate the full extent of verbal behavior data

that would result from protocol analysis.  An objective of the present research was to document

aspects of conducting research using protocol analysis to examine visual analysis.  The repeated

measures of participant performance in Study 1 and Study 2 provide a reasonable estimation of

the quantity of data that results when following procedures as done in those studies.  Therefore,
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future studies may wish to collect data on fewer, more focused aspects of visual analysis and do

so with more participants to increase the generality of the results.  A related limit of the current

research was that graphs stated to represent the three features were assigned to categories based

on the outcomes of an equally limited pool of advanced visual analysts (n=3) who served as the

Pre-Study Master Clinicians.  A much greater sample of this population should be involved in

the development of stimuli in future studies so that a greater degree of certainty can be achieved

regarding whether certain graphs wholly represent one category or another.

In general, the cumulative displays of tact rates, intraverbal rates, and time-on-task

provided insight into comprehensive effects of feature type on individual performance and the

effects of intervening on Novice tact and intraverbal behaviors.  However, these displays could,

at best, portray overall differences of participant responses to features presented that might

suggest why agreement percentages for participant’s decisions conflicted more for one type of

feature than for others.  However, these displays could not point to the source of divergence

between participant identification and assessment of features present in the stimulus graphs.

The Master Clinicians of Study 1 did not demonstrate entirely homogenous decisions or

patterns of tacting and assessing features in the stimuli.  With only two Master Clinicians, it is

not clear which participant’s results are more representative of the greater population of visual

analysts.  This further complicated the attempt to teach visual analysis skills to Novices in Study

2 since a lack of a uniform approach made it unclear what was “correct” in terms of

identification, assessment, and decision making to teach and assess whether.

The intervention on Novice performance in Study 2 appeared to show differential

response patterns that approximated those of the Master Clinicians.  However, Nov-1’s data

show several delayed effects of the intervention.  Furthermore, Nov-2 also demonstrated an

increase in her rate of tacting important features just prior to intervention.  Without a clear

change in behavior soon and only after the introduction of the intervention, it is not possible to

entirely attribute increases in rate that would produce differential response patterns.  However,

the within-session data did illustrate some qualitative changes in Novice response patterns that

show intervention effects otherwise not depicted in the cumulative graphs.
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Directions for Future Research

Future studies may wish to focus on how verbal and protocol analysis methods are

employed to improve the ability to study how participants reach decisions about data are

portrayed graphically.  The technology of digital audio recording quality and memory storage

has made advances that would now appear to make its use accessible to almost anyone.  The

present study employed a more traditional approach by taping think aloud behaviors with analog

equipment and transcribing the material for scoring.  If the same information had been recorded

digitally, the time-consuming task of typing subject responses could be eliminated, freeing up

time to dedicate to other aspects of research.  Furthermore, digital recordings are relatively easy

to break up into shorter recordings.  Therefore, protocols could be scored by playing audio

segments to observers rather than having them score the same data in printed form.  This could

relay audible cues in a participant’s speech that may illustrate the interaction of speaker and

listener existing in the same skin that is the basis of the radical behavioral approach to studying

language.  It would be very interesting to determine how the nature of data collection and scoring

would change by switching to digital technology.  A benefit of protocol analysis is that the

recorded information in Study1 and Study 2 are available for re-analysis as data exploration

methods and technologies improve.  Therefore, one directly useful future study could be to

conduct a straightforward comparison of the protocol analysis data as analyzed in the present

research with more technically advanced approaches to determine if even more information

regarding visual analysis can be derived.

The present study was designed to identify features of interest in graphed data to a degree

much more minute than prior studies.  For example, Hagopian et al. (1997) examined visual

analysis of graphs with data displays of multiple treatments that were compared to a single

control condition’s data.  While that task is more representative of what behavior analysts view

in applied settings, the number of factors, large and small, that have an impact on the data would

appear to be much larger than present data collection and analysis techniques.  Future studies

should continue to examine even finer aspects of mean difference, trend, and variability in

greater isolation until researchers and practitioners alike reach a relative consensus that their

specific influence is well-understood.  Only then should research progress to researching the
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impact of combined attributes (e.g. a data set with both large mean difference and trending). As

stated previously trends may be up, down, contained within a set of data, or be across an entire

data set.  These distinct forms of one broad descriptor should be examined separately to establish

the ways that advanced and novice visual analysts differ in identifying them and in interpreting

their relevance.  Similarly, the term variability would also appear to encompass different types of

stimuli seen in various data graphs.  Regular variability appears in graphs as a “saw-tooth”

pattern of consistently recurring increases and decreases in a dependent variable.  In contrast,

irregular variability encompasses data points that are connected by lines but are otherwise

haphazard in their appearance on a graph.  It would be interesting to see which is more likely to

increase or decrease agreement in the ultimate decisions of Master Clinicians and Novices alike.

Overall, the realm of potential sub-studies of the different features appears to be quite large for

future researchers of this topic.

Data have not been collected in the present or prior research that illustrate that visual

analysis skills used for assessing one type of graph is universal to interpreting all types of graphs.

For example, what constitutes a significant mean difference may not be the same for multi-

element, multiple-baseline, and reversal designs.  Therefore, numerically equivalent mean

difference, trends, or variability across phases could be depicted with these different single-

subject designs to determine if participants respond differentially to the manner that data are

presented, even though there would be no quantitative difference.
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APPENDIX A

INFORMED CONSENT FORM

I freely and voluntarily and without element of force or coercion, consent to be a

participant in the research project entitled “Employing Protocol Analysis In The Study Of Visual

Interpretation Of Functional Analysis Data.”  Information obtained during the course of the study

will remain confidential, to the extent allowed by law.

This research is being conducted by Robert J. Wallander, MA, who is a doctoral

candidate in the department of psychology at Florida State University.  I understand the purpose

of his research project is to better understand how people view graphed data and make decisions

from data presented in that way.  I understand that if I participate in the project I will be asked to

think aloud as I view the materials and that my voice will be audio taped for objective study as

data.  I also understand that my identity will not be associated with the recording when the tape-

recording is transcribed using a word-processing program.

I understand that I will be tape recorded by the researcher.  The tapes from my sessions

will be kept by the researcher in a locked filing cabinet in Kellog Research Building 122 at The

Florida State University. I understand that only the researcher will have access to these tapes and

that they will destroyed by January, 1, 2008.

I understand I will be asked to view a graph of data and circle a “y” for yes or “n” for no

as it related to my decision about whether the data is differentiated.  There will be 4 to 5

sessions, each lasting about 45 minutes, making for a total commitment of roughly 4 to 5 hours.

If I participate in the research, my questions will be answered by the graduate student or one of

his research assistants conducting an experimental session.

I understand my participation is totally voluntary and I may stop participation at anytime.

If I decide to stop participation, I will not be required by the experimenter to provide reasons for

terminating.  Furthermore, I also understand that I will not be subject to any social, academic, or

professional repercussions as a result of ending my participation before the experiment is

completed.  All my answers to the questions will be kept confidential and identified by a subject

code number.  My name will not appear on any of the results.

I understand there are benefits for participating in this research project.  First, my own

abilities to interpret graphs may be strengthened as a result of practice effects.  Furthermore, I

may be given suggestions and/or instructions on graph interpretation at some point in the

research.  Also, I will be providing the field of behavior analysis, psychology, and related social

sciences with valuable insight into how to interpret graphically displayed data.  This knowledge

can assist them in developing standards for interpretation as well as training curricula for

applying such standards.
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I understand that this consent may be withdrawn at any time without prejudice, penalty or

loss of benefits to which I am otherwise entitled.  I have been given the right to ask and have

answered any inquiry concerning the study.  Questions, if any, have been answered to my

satisfaction.

I understand that I may contact Robert J. Wallander, Florida State University,

Department of Psychology, (850) 644-0153, for answers to questions about this research or my

rights.  Final results in the form of data and discussion of implication will be sent to me upon my

request.

I have read and understand this consent form.

                                                                                                                     

Subject’s printed name

                                                                                                                     

(Subject)  (Date)

                                                                                                                     

(Witness)  (Date)
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APPENDIX B

INSTRUCTIONS TO PARTICIPANTS

In this experiment, we are interested in what you think about when you find answers to some

problems that I am going to ask you to solve.  In order to do this, I am going to ask you to think

aloud as you work on the problem given.  What I mean by think aloud is that I want you to speak

what you are thinking from the time you are first presented with a question until you reach an

answer.  It is important that you talk aloud continuously from the time a problem is presented

until you have given your final answer to the question.  Please do not try to plan out what you

say or try to explain what you are saying.  Just act as if you are alone in the room speaking to

yourself.  It is most important that you keep talking.  If you are silent for a period of time I

remind you to talk.  Do you have any questions about how to participate in a “think aloud”

process?

Good, now we will begin with some practice problems.  First, please multiply these two numbers

in your head and tell me what you are thinking as you get an answer.

“What is the result of multiplying 24 x 36?”

Good, now I want to see how much you can remember about what you were thinking from the

time you read the question until you gave the answer.  We are interested in what you remember

rather than what you might believe you should have thought.  If possible, please relate your

memories in the sequence in which they occurred while working on the question.  Also, please

indicate any uncertainty about your recollections.  Don’t work on solving the problem again, just

report all that you can remember thinking  about when answering the question.  Please recall

what you remember at this time.

Good.  Now I will give you two more practice problems before we proceed with the main portion

of today’s exercise.  I want you to repeat the same procedures for each of these problems.  Please

think aloud as before as you think about the question.  After you have answered each one I will

ask you to report all that you can remember about your thinking.  Do you have any questions?

Here is your next problem.

“How many windows are there in your parents’ house?”

Now tell me all that you can remember about your thinking.

Good, now here is another practice problem.  Please think aloud as you try to answer it.  There is

no need to keep count.  I will keep track for you.

“Name 20 animals.”

Now tell me all that you can remember about your thinking.
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Good.  Are you ready to move on to the main portion of the experiment?  Do you have any

questions before we do so?

The task I am going to ask you to perform involves looking at graphs of real data from actual

functional analyses.  Your task will be to look at the data and make a determination of whether

the line representing the treatment sessions are differentiated from the control condition.

The type of graph you will be looking at is called an alternating-treatments design.  In this type

of experiment, designed experimental conditions are presented to participants on an alternating

basis.  When the data is gathered, it is charted on a graph with the session number in the x axis

and the behavior rate on the y axis.  The datapoints representing the same conditions are then

connected, allowing for a between condition comparison of the impact of different situations on

behavior.

A treatment condition’s data is said to be differentiated when the data representing it appears to

be significantly and consistently higher than the control condition.  When you have made your

decision for each graph, please indicate that choice by circling the corresponding space provided

at the top of the graph.  At this time, it should also be mentioned that you may draw on the graph,

use a ruler or straight edge to examine the data, and make notes on the graphs.  However, no

other information is available regarding the sessions, conditions, or behavior represented during

the experiment.

The graphs you view will be divided into groups, allowing frequent opportunities to take breaks

after each group.  You may ask the experimenter to stop the experiment at any point for any

reason and resume again shortly thereafter, at a later time, at a later date, or not at all.
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APPENDIX C

DEBRIEFING STATEMENT

I understand that the purpose of the current research is to better understand how individuals view

graphs and make decisions about their relevance.  I further understand that my name will not be

directly related to the data collected during my session and that if I would like a copy of the

results from this study as well as a written discussion of its implications, I may do so any time

after the final data is collected and analyzed.

If I have any questions regarding this research, I have been informed to contact Robert J.

Wallander directly at 644-0153 or also through the Department of Psychology at 644-2040.

I have read and understand this debriefing form.

                                                                                                                     

Subject’s printed name

                                                                                                                     

(Subject)  (Date)

                                                                                                                     

(Witness)  (Date)
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APPENDIX D

RULES FOR SEGMENTING THINK ALOUD PROTOCOL TEXTS

Rules for typing protocols from audio recordings:

1. Clearly indicate where the data portion begins versus any comments you might include to

identify the material.  For example, you might type in that this is subject #1 from such and

such date, looking and “such and such” stimulus.  After that, indicate in some way where the

subject began emitting verbal behavior that will be scored as data.

2. If the subject pauses, do not type in any indication.  For example do not add, “[short pause] ”

between words.

3. If the experimenter must prompt the subject to think aloud, do not include the experimenter’s

comments.  DO include what the subject said before or after such a prompt.

4. Use NO punctuation to indicate where streaming text starts or stops.  For example, do not

indicate the beginning or end of ideas within the text with added spaces, capitalization,

periods, colons, commas, etc.  Word processing programs typically capitalize, “I” if standing

alone.  This is acceptable.  Also, capitalizing names is OK and using apostrophes for

possessive cases or contractions is necessary.  The key objective is not to use punctuation or

capitalization to indicate breaks that might influence how observers later break up the text for

scoring.

5. Type numbers out as words.  Or example, type, “one,” do not take a short cut and type, “1.”

Rules for segmenting:

1. Break after phrases.  A phrase is defined as:

a word or sequence of words conveying a single thought, but not

necessarily containing a subject and predicate.

2. The number of consecutive words does not define where a phrase starts or stops.  In other

words, a phrase may be long or short and still be expressing one thought.
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3. Break after each significant pause word.  Examples: “uhm ah uh.”

4. If a subject is counting some aspects of the stimulus material, do not segment after each

word.  Consider the counting as a single phrase.  For example: “one two three four dots,” or

“two four six sessions in a row” are examples which would be counted as one phrase.

5. Divide protocols as they are presented to you.  Do not assume something in print is a typo.

“Typos” may or may not be present.  Some transcription is merely a best effort to write what

might be a subject’s unintelligible speech.  Your only concern is to divide what is in front of

you.
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APPENDIX E

TARGET DEFINITIONS

Tact of Means (TM)

Speaker compares average rates of responding between conditions

Examples:

“Control is at around 6 while treatment is around seven point three”

“due to the overall mean shift”

“the distance between the means”

Speaker identifies or labels an overall average for an entire condition

Examples:

“an imaginary mean for treatment could be imposed at twelve”

“on maybe like an average of like nine point seven for control”

Trend (TT)

Speaker specifies a uniform direction an entire condition’s data points are heading in

Examples:

“Treatment is going down the whole way”

“There’s an uptrend very evident in the treatment data”

Specifies a subset of one condition that heads in a uniform direction; such as “up, down,

upward, downward, skyrocketing,” etc.

Examples:

“Control starts out high but then moves down into a slope to zero”

“treatment is messy but then starts to go steadily up near the end”

Variation (TV)

Speaker specifies a more than one time shift in direction for the data or subset of points

Examples:

“treatment goes up, then down, then back up again”

“control’s datapoints start doing a saw tooth thing”

Speaker identifies a to a clear lack of variation (after searching for it)

Examples:

“and uh control has stayed near zero throughout”

“Stable though”

“and the stabilization of the control condition”

“Also seems to have a steady mean”

Speaker labels an aspect of data as fluctuating OR compares unsteadiness

Examples:

“the first few points are all over the place”

“Control is overly variable as compared to treatment”
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Speaker identifies one point as an outlier specifically compared to other points of that

condition
Examples:

“and the last datapoint is down a little bit but not ridiculously”

“the third data point is much lower than all the others”

Textual (TE)

Speaker specifies some written or typed stimulus for which there is point-to-point

correspondence to another portion of the phrase being scored

Examples:

“The top of the y axis says twelve”

Autoclitic (AU)

Speaker emits a verbal response that:

Directs attention to other current or potential behavior to permit the listener to react to it more

efficiently or successfully (who may be the speaker as well), OR

describes the emotional or motivational condition of the speaker.

“I don't think”

“I could not say for sure”

“I might say”

“this is one that is going to be a hard call for me”

Intraverbal Decision (ID)

Speaker states his or her  binary decision about the graph

Examples:

“that these are definitely differentiated.”

“they are not differentiated.”

“undifferentiated”

Intraverbal Assessment (IA)

Speaker weighs the importance of earlier Tacts already stated

Examples:

“Taking into account the amount of variability in the control condition”

“the phase shift and variability seem to cancel each other out though”

Speaker attempts to explain how or why a conclusion was reached

Examples:

“I found too many conflicting variables to say one way or the other”

Mand

Speaker asks specifically for some tangible item.

Example: “Please hand me a ruler.”
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Other (O)

Speaker emits phrases that contain no identifiable words

Speaker emits non-word exclamations

Speaker emits phrase contains identifiable words, but doesn’t fit a prior category

Examples:

“Wow”; “Um”; “uh”; "I don’t think it’s that it’s twenty one"; "Let’s see"
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APPENDIX F

SYNOPSIS OF INFORMATION RECORDED DURING TRAINING SESSIONS

WITH NOVICES IN STUDY 2

Information was gathered during the application of the instruction-based intervention

provided to Novice participants.  The purpose was to document the resources and time required

to complete the training.  The following section often refers to answer keys for each phase of

instruction.  These keys are equivalent to the pre-study experts categorization of the assessment

graphs that made up the raw stimulus materials.

Information was recorded on how Novices’ responses matched the answer key for each

phase as well as how the two Novices’ responses matched when viewing the same material. For

Phases III and IV, ambiguous graphs were employed as the instructional material.  The Novices’

responses in phase III were that of identifying the most prominent feature and the second most

prominent.  These were equivalent to the majority opinion of the Pre-Study Master Clinicians,

followed by the corresponding minority choice.  Therefore, three categories of graph type were

used (i.e., mean difference, trend, and variability), but each could also have one of two secondary

features.  Therefore, six discrete categories are included in the examination of the Novice

Novices’ intervention recordings: Mean Difference – Trend second [MT]; Mean Difference –

Variability second [MV]; Trend – Mean Difference second [TM]; Trend – Variability second

[TV]; Variability – Mean Difference second [VM]; Variability – Trend second [VT].

Two forms of information were recorded:  1) the amount of time from presentation of a

graph until the Novice gave an answer and the experimenter finished any necessary feedback.

The amount of time for Novices to participate in the intervention is described in the sub-section

titled “Time Required to Complete Instruction.”  The Novices’ recorded their choices for the

paper materials provided to them.  The percent that Novices’ answers matched answer keys for

each of the phases are reported in tables.
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Time Required to Complete Instruction

The training consisted of four phases. Nov-1 took approximately the following amounts

of time to complete each phase; Phase I: 30-min, Phase II: 15-min, Phase III (conducted over 3

days): 110-min, and Phase IV: 75-min.  The total time spent in session with Nov-1 to complete

the intervention was approximately 230-min.

Subject Nov-2 took approximately the following amounts of time to complete each

phase; Phase I: 30-min, Phase II: 30-min, Phase III (conducted over 3 days): 180-min, and Phase

IV: 100-min.  The total time spent in session with Nov-1 to complete the intervention was

approximately 340-min.

Phase II Outcomes

The table below depicts the percentage that Novice responses matched the answer key for

Phase II of instruction.  Nov-1 mismatched responses with the answer key on a significant

number of the trials.  However, Nov-1’s responses show errorless identification of variability

while mean difference presented minor difficulty with 87% of responses matching the answer

key.  The percent of Nov-2’s responses that match the answer key show her to have been

relatively proficient in identifying the three types of features presented in the stimulus materials

with only one error each in with the trend and variability type graphs and no errors with the mean

difference graphs.  It should be noted that these are graphs with the clearest presence of one

feature to the exclusion of the other two.

The table reports the percentage of Novice responses that matched the answer key for materials

of Phase IV of instruction.

Feature Type

Nov-1 responses that match

answer key

Nov-2 responses that match

answer key

Mean Difference 88% 100%

Trend 56% 89%

Variability 100% 88%
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Phase III Outcomes

The table below depicts the percentage that the participant’s responses were distributed

across a spectrum of descriptive scorings.  Since the correct answer listed for a trial consisted of

a two-part answer (i.e., a primary and secondary feature to identify), a Novice’s answer would fit

the following descriptors: exact match, flip match (meaning that the two features were identified,

but in the wrong order), one feature identified in the correct order, one feature correctly

identified but in the wrong order, and a complete mismatch.  It is noteworthy that neither

participant gave a response that was a complete mismatch.

The two categories of mean differences (trend and variability as second features)

demonstrate Nov-1’s highest percentage of exact matches.  This means that Nov-1’s most

accurate feature identification occurs when graphs with accentuated mean differences are

presented.  Nov-1 was most likely to have a response scored as a “flip match” when mean

differences were the secondary feature.  That is, when mean differences were present, either as a

primary or secondary feature in a graph, Nov-1 would respond to such graphs by selecting mean

difference as the most prominent feature and then one of the other two remaining features.

Overall, taking exact and flip matches into consideration, it appears Nov-1 performed best on

graphs with mean difference as the most prominent feature and variability as the second.  By the

same measure, Nov-1 appears to have performed worst when trend and variability were the two

most prominent features, in either order.

The table below depicts the percentage of Novice responses as distributed across the

range of possible descriptive scorings (e.g., exact match, flip match, etc.).  The category of mean

differences with variability as a second features demonstrates Nov-2’s highest percentage of

exact matches as well as both types of match categories (“Exact” and Flip” taken together).  This

means that Nov-2’s best feature identification occurs when graphs with mean differences as a

primary feature and variability as its second are presented.  The next highest percentage of

responses resulting in one of the two categories of matches variability as the primary feature and

mean difference as the second.  Like Nov-1, when mean differences and variability were present,

regardless of order, Nov-2 was likely to score mean difference first and variability second.  Nov-

2 was unlikely to score and exact match or flip match whenever trend was present.
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Taken together, the material from both Novices’ participation in Phase III of the

instruction shows them better able to recognize and label mean difference when present.

Variability is a feature with a variety of combinations and possible means to be considered

present in a graph (e.g., random variation versus a high degree of cyclical variation).  Trend, by

comparison, is a feature generally assumed to be made up of a degree of slope and a visual path

connected data points appear to follow.  However, the responses gathered from the Novices

participation suggest trend may require more and possibly a distinctive approach for instruction.

The current instructional-based intervention approached shaping the Novices’ tacting repertoires

in the same manner for each of the three types of features examined in the present study.

The table that follows depicts the percent of agreement between the two Novices when

comparing their responses to the instructional materials used in Phase III.  The highest percent of

agreement occurred when mean differences and variability were present in either order of

primary and secondary feature.  Once again, the presence of trend in the graphs resulted in a

lower percentage of agreement between the Novices as seen in the bars representing the

responses to graphs with trend as the primary feature and either remaining as the secondary and

variability as the primary feature with trend was its second.  Graphs with mean difference as the

primary feature appeared to be the only exception to this pattern when such graphs contained

trend as the second feature.  However, as mean differences appear to be salient and identifiable

by the Novices, it is not surprising that the present of trend would not degrade their agreement

percentage greatly.  This latter set of responses would appear to further demonstrate the Novice’s

capacity to correctly identify Mean differences and variability and difficulty with trend

identification, either as a primary or secondary feature.

Overall, the collection of Novice responses for Phase III show the Novices performed

differentially to the various features present in the graphs.  How this relates to the data of the

main experiment is discussed in the overall summary at the end of the present chapter.

Phase IV Outcomes

The highest percent of matches occurred when Nov-1 was shown graphs with variability

as the primary feature and mean differences as second.  This outcome would appear to
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correspond with Nov-1’s pattern of successful identification of certain features, particularly,

mean difference.  However, it should be noted that for this phase, Novices were asked to choose

a phrase that best described the graphed data they were viewing, in order to apply the descriptors,

proper feature identification would have had to occur first.  It follows then that if Nov-1 had

more difficulty in trend identification, Nov-1 would also have had difficulty applying descriptors

regarding trend if such a feature had not been properly discerned in the first place.

Nov-2’s responses that matched the answer key for this show that when mean differences

and variability were present in either order of prominence, they resulted in the highest percent of

matches for Nov-2.  Nov-2 also showed a repetition of patterns of responding across Phases II

and IV in that the presence of trend was associated with Nov-2’s lower percents of matching the

answer key.  The exception was when mean difference was the primary feature and trend and the

second.

The table reports the percentage of Novice responses that matched the answer key for materials

of Phase IV of instruction.

Nov-1 exact match Flip match one ID'd in right place one ID'd in wrong place total miss

MT 38% 19% 25% 19% 0%

MV 70% 18% 9% 3% 0%

TM 33% 44% 22% 0% 0%

TV 20% 20% 40% 20% 0%

VM 8% 46% 15% 31% 0%

VT 27% 9% 27% 36% 0%

Nov-2 exact match flip match one ID'd in right place one ID'd in wrong place total miss

MT 25% 6% 44% 25% 0%

MV 64% 15% 12% 9% 0%

TM 0% 33% 22% 44% 0%

TV 20% 0% 80% 0% 0%

VM 15% 46% 8% 31% 0%

VT 9% 18% 64% 9% 0%
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The Novices’ percent agreement when choosing descriptors of graphs presented was

highest when mean differences were included, with variation as the primary feature and mean

difference as the second resulting in the highest percent of agreement.  This would appear to

correspond with other patterns of the responses from the Novices, which suggest the presence of

mean differences facilitates feature identification, and therefore, applying descriptors to graphs

with such features.

Type of stimulus graph

Nov-1 responses that match

answer key

Nov-2 responses that match

answer key

MT 55% 55%

MV 45% 61%

TM 44% 33%

TV 20% 0%

VM 69% 58%

VT 40% 40%

In sum, the Novice participants’ responses on the instructional materials demonstrated

graphs with mean differences, as well as those in combination with variability, to produce higher

matches with the answer key and higher percentages of inter-rater agreement.  The identification

and application of statements about trend would intuitively appear to be a simple and basic skill

for interpreting graphs.  Indeed, most individuals are exposed to the concept of “line of best fit”

in high school algebra or geometry classes.  However, the information gathered from the records

of the instruction-based intervention suggest that the Novices had difficulty discerning trend

from other features and in how to discuss the importance of such features when present.  Future

studies may examine how to tailor methods for teaching identification of the three individual

features employed in the present study. The present study only used shaping tacting and

intraverbal repertoires with paper graph materials and response feedback.
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APPENDIX G

REPRODUCTION OF MAILED SURVEY/QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear Colleague:

I am doing research on how experienced behavior analysis researchers and practitioners
view and analyze graphically displayed data.

I would very much appreciate your assistance for approximately 10 to 20 minutes.  This
time will involve your viewing 9 graphs and recording your reactions on a form.  In
addition, the accompanying questionnaire asks for information on materials and
experiences you had in being trained to perform this method of data analysis.   The
results of the research study may be published, but your name will not be used in that
event.

If you have any questions concerning the research study, please call me at (850) 877-
1842 or Dr. Bailey at (850) 644-6443.  You may also reach us using electronic mail at
bwall@psy.fsu.edu or bailey@psy.fsu.edu respectively.

Please place all materials in the return envelope.  Your return of the questionnaire will
be considered your consent to participate. Thank you in advance for your support.

Sincerely,

Robert J. Wallander, MA, BCBA
Doctoral Candidate
The Department of Psychology at The Florida State University
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Questionnaire Concerning Visual Analysis of Multi-Element Graphs

Steps:
1. There are nine total graphs included with this packet.  Please study each one

individually and in order, marking whether you believe the treatment condition is
significantly differentiated from the control condition.  Also circle the graphic
feature of the treatment condition (e.g., mean shift, trend, variability) you consider
to be the most salient in each graph.

2. Provide a brief answer to the items arranged in the questionnaire below.
3. Refold all pages as originally provided, insert into the stamped envelope, and place

in your outgoing mail by 1/15/02.

Questionnaire:

1. Write the number of individual graduate courses (e.g., research methods, statistics,
clinical) that you have had which dedicated specific lessons to methods for
interpreting visually presented or graphically displayed data (e.g., reversal designs,
multi-element designs)?

2. What was the most practiced method employed in your graduate-level instruction
in the interpretation of graphically displayed data?

6. Incidental teaching/shaping
7. Direct instruction, classroom and/or one-on-one
8. Approximately equal amounts of the above two listed
9. None
10. Other__________________________________
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3.  Place a check next to the texts or other materials that your instructor(s) used for
teaching graph interpretation as part of graduate courses in research methodology,
experimental analysis, and/or applied behavior analysis:
“√” Text Author

“Single-case research designs :
methods for clinical and applied
settings”

Alan Kazdin

“Behavior Modification” Miltenberger

“Behavior Modification: What it is and
How to Do It”

Martin & Pear

 “Introduction to Applied Behavior
Analysis”

 Cooper, Heron & Heward

“SSR: Applications in Research and
Clinical Settings”

Richards, Richards, & Ramasamy

“Single subject research : strategies for
evaluating change” (particularly
Parsonson & Baer's chapter)

Kratochwill

“Single Case Designs Hersen & Barlow (1992)

“Research Methods in Applied
Behavior Analysis”

Poling, Method & LeSage

“Strategies and tactics of behavioral
research “

Johnson & Pennypacker

Please indicate any others you may have used in your academic career to learn this
subject matter:
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APPENDIX H

The following table contains the responses given by the Pre-Study Master Clinicians when

reviewing potentional stimuli for the most pronounced feature of the three choices available:

Mean difference, trend, or variability.  When the present research was being designed, mean

difference was being termed “phase shift” by the Pre-Study Master Clinicians.  Therefore, the

responses of these volunteers that are listed as “Phase Shift” are equivalent to “Mean Difference”

for purposes of the present study.

Number of

the

Potential

Graph

Score of Pre-

Study MC-1

Score of

Pre-Study

MC-2

Score of

Pre-Study

MC-3

1 Variability Variability Variability

2 Variability Variability Variability

3 Trend Variability Trend

4 Variability Variability Variability

5 Trend Trend Trend

6 Trend Trend Variability

7 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

8 Trend Phase Shift Phase Shift

9 Trend Phase Shift Phase Shift

10 Trend Phase Shift Phase Shift

11 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

12 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

13 Trend Variability Variability

14 Variability Variability Variability

15 Variability Phase Shift Trend

16 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

17 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

18 Trend Phase Shift Phase Shift

19 Trend Variability Trend

20 Trend Phase Shift Phase Shift

21 Trend Phase Shift Trend

22 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

23 Trend Trend Trend

24 Variability Variability Variability

25 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift
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26 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

27 Variability Phase Shift Trend

28 Variability Variability Variability

29 Trend Phase Shift Phase Shift

30 Trend Trend Trend

31 Variability Trend Variability

32 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

33 Trend Variability Variability

34 Variability Variability Phase Shift

35 Trend Phase Shift Trend

36 Trend Trend Trend

37 Trend Trend Trend

38 Phase Shift Trend Phase Shift

39 Trend Phase Shift Phase Shift

40 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

41 Trend Phase Shift Variability

42 Trend Variability Variability

43 Variability Variability Variability

44 Trend Phase Shift Phase Shift

45 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

46 Trend Variability Variability

47 Variability Variability Phase Shift

48 Trend Trend Phase Shift

49 Variability Trend Variability

50 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

51 Variability Variability Variability

52 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

53 Trend Phase Shift Trend

54 Trend Variability Variability

55 Trend Phase Shift Phase Shift

56 Trend Phase Shift Phase Shift

57 Variability Variability Variability

58 Variability Phase Shift Trend

59 Trend Trend Phase Shift

60 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

61 Trend Variability Phase Shift
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62 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

63 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

64 Variability Variability Phase Shift

65 Trend Phase Shift Phase Shift

66 Trend Trend Trend

67 Variability Trend Phase Shift

68 Trend Variability Phase Shift

69 Trend Variability Trend

70 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

71 Trend Variability Variability

72 Trend Trend Phase Shift

73 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

74 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

75 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

76 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

77 Trend Trend Phase Shift

78 Trend Phase Shift Phase Shift

79 Trend Trend Trend

80 Variability Variability Variability

81 Trend Trend Phase Shift

82 Trend Variability Variability

83 Variability Variability Variability

84 Variability Variability Phase Shift

85 Variability Variability Variability

86 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

87 Variability Variability Variability

88 Variability Variability Variability

89 Variability Variability Variability

90 Variability Phase Shift Variability

91 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

92 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

93 Phase Shift Phase Shift Phase Shift

94 Phase Shift Phase Shift Trend

95 Variability Variability Variability

96 Trend Phase Shift Phase Shift

97 Trend Trend Trend
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98 Trend Phase Shift Trend

99 Trend Phase Shift Phase Shift

100 Variability Phase Shift Variability

101 Variability Trend Variability

102 Trend Trend Trend

103 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

104 Variability Variability Variability

105 Variability Trend Variability

106 Variability Variability Variability

107 Variability Variability Phase Shift

108 Variability Variability Variability

109 Variability Trend Variability

110 Variability Variability Trend

111 Variability Variability Phase Shift

112 Variability Variability Phase Shift

113 Variability Variability Trend

114 Trend Trend Trend

115 Trend Variability Trend

116 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

117 Trend Trend Trend

118 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

119 Trend Trend Trend

120 Variability Trend Trend

121 Variability Trend Trend

122 Variability Variability Variability

123 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

124 Variability Variability Phase Shift

125 Phase Shift Trend Phase Shift

126 Phase Shift Trend Phase Shift

127 Phase Shift Phase Shift Trend

128 Variability Variability Trend

129 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

130 Trend Trend Phase Shift

131 Variability Trend Phase Shift

132 Variability Trend Phase Shift

133 Phase Shift Trend Trend
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134 Variability Variability Trend

135 Phase Shift Variability Phase Shift

136 Phase Shift Variability Variability

137 Variability Trend Variability

138 Trend Phase Shift Trend

139 Variability Phase Shift Trend

140 Trend Trend Phase Shift

141 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

142 Phase Shift Trend Trend

143 Variability Trend Phase Shift

144 Variability Variability Variability

145 Variability Trend Trend

146 Variability Variability Variability

147 Trend Trend Trend

148 Variability Variability Variability

149 Phase Shift Phase Shift Phase Shift

150 Phase Shift Variability Phase Shift

151 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

152 Phase Shift Phase Shift Phase Shift

153 Trend Variability Trend

154 Variability Variability Phase Shift

155 Variability Trend Variability

156 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

157 Trend Phase Shift Trend

158 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

159 Variability Trend Trend

160 Variability Variability Phase Shift

161 Phase Shift Phase Shift Phase Shift

162 Phase Shift Phase Shift Phase Shift

163 Phase Shift Phase Shift Phase Shift

164 Phase Shift Phase Shift Phase Shift

165 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

166 Phase Shift Phase Shift Phase Shift

167 Phase Shift Phase Shift Phase Shift

168 Phase Shift Phase Shift Phase Shift

169 Trend Trend Trend
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170 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

171 Phase Shift Phase Shift Phase Shift

172 Variability Trend Phase Shift

173 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

174 Trend Phase Shift Trend

175 Trend Trend Trend

176 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

177 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

178 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

179 Phase Shift Phase Shift Phase Shift

180 Phase Shift Phase Shift Phase Shift

181 Phase Shift Phase Shift Phase Shift

182 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

183 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift

184 Variability Variability Phase Shift

185 Variability Phase Shift Phase Shift
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APPENDIX I

EVIDENCE OF HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE APPROVAL

FOR PRESENT RESEARCH PROJECT
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